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An incremental displacement method which takes account of finit e 
deflections is developed for the elastic non-linear analysis of space 
trusses. In the incremental loading procedure the elastic critical load 
of a structure is determined by establishing the load at which t he 
determinant of the stiffness matrix passes through zero. Chord shortening 
due to bowing of truss compression members which have an initial imper-
fection in straightness is included in the analysis by modifying the member 
axial stiffness term. Numerical examples of truss analyses are presented 
and comparisons made with published results. An increme tal non-linear 
displacement method is then developed for plane frame analysis taking 
account of finite deflections and the effect of axial fo rce on f lexur a l 
stiffness, but ignoring member chord shortening due t o f l exure . Numeri cal 
examples of plane frame analyses are presented and comparisons mad e wit h 
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Non-linearity in the analysis of structures can r esult from two 
separat e and unrelated causes, name l y material non-linearity and geometric 
non-linearity. Material non-linearity occur s if the st ress-st rain charac-
teri stic of the material of construction is non-linear , while shoutd the 
deformation of the structure be such that it becomes necessary to consider 
equi librium in its deformed position, t hen the st ructur e i s t er med 
geomet r ically non-linear. 
For most familiar types of structure it is sufficiently accurate t o 
determine the forces and def l ections by means of the well known linear 
analysis techniques. That is, assuming a linear material stress- st rain 
re1ationship, and satisfying equilibrium by assuming that all fo rces involved 
in the final stressed state - both internal and externa l - act on the 
undefo rmed configuration of the st r uctur e , will r esult in linear governing 
equat i ons. 
With regard to material non-linearity, the linear elastic range, being 
the operational zone of most structures, i s of greatest interest. For s ome 
materials, however, the stress-strain characteristics are non-linear etastic 
and may be consider ed approximately linear for very small strains only. 
Furthermore, in such cases, even with defo rmations in the structure which 
can s till be considered small from the equilibrium point of view, the non-
linear stress-strain relationship is reflected in the behaviour of the 
structure. Force-displacement characteristics of such s tructure s are thus 
non-linear. For these cases , even though it is still legitimate t o consider 
equi librium with respect t o the undeformed conf i gurati on of the structure, 
the result ing ana l ysis is non-linear. 
With r egard t o geometric non-li nearity, even though the s tress- strain 
r e1ationship of the material of construct i on is linear, the structure 
deformati ons may not be small enough t o a llow conside ration of equilibrium 
in the undeformed confi guration to be a va lid approximat ion. In such cases, 
satisfaction of equilibrium must be discussed with r espect t o the final 
deformed configuration of the structure. Again the associated analysis is 
non-linear. Examples of this c tass of structure are suspension bridges and 












thereby altering significantly the direction and position of the internal 
and external forces. For these geometrically non-linear structures the 
results of a linear analysi s are oft en grossly erroneous and usually imply 
a greater load carrying capacity than actually exists. 
Though material and geometric non-lineariti es are themselves unrelated , 
the possibility exists that t he behaviour of a st r uc ture be non- linear as a 
consequence of both material and geometric non-linearities . Whi l e the view 
is advanced ( 16 , 22 , 29 )that the f or ce me t hod is most suited to mat eria l ly 
non-linea r problems, and the displacement method is best suited fo r treating 
geometric non-linearities, Noor( 22 ) has developed a mixed method with 
fundamental unknowns consisting of both f or ce and displacement par amete r s , 
and a computational algorithm fo r the so l ut i on of pin- jointed space t r uss 
problems with combined material and geomet r ic non-li nearitie s . 
The displacement method has be en used by Wi lliams(40) and Saafan( 27 ) 
in the analysis of rigidly joint ed frames where change of geometry eff ec t s 
are taken into account. The effects of geomet ri c non-linearity on the 
analysis have been separated int o three categori es : 
of joints; (2) change of member flexural stiffne s s ; 
(1) finite def lection 
and (3) change in 
memb er length due to bowing. The iteration technique is thus fur ther 
complicated because the derivation of the member end moments is dependent 
on the axial load in the member which cannot itself be directly defined 
from the joint displacements. A f urther point is that, while modification 
to member flexural stiffness due t o axia l load is included, the modif ica t i on 
of member axial stiffness due to bowing i s not . Williams and Saafan ' s 
examples do show an important point : end shortening due to flexure may be 
of the same ord er of magnitude as t he l i near extensional term. 
In this thesis only geometric non-linearities will be cons idered, and 
t hus it is assumed that the material of which each member is composed behaves 
throughout in a linear e lastic manner. It is f urther a ssumed that each 
member is of constant s ecti on and l oaded only a t it s ends, and tha t deflec tions 
due t o shear are negligible . 
An incremental non-linear displacement method f or ball-joint ed space 
truss analysis will be developed in the f ollowing chapter, and later this 
method extended to rigid-jointed plane frame analysis. The deve lopment of 
this incremental non-linear displacement method s o as to analyse r i gid 













P A R T I 
CHAPTER 1 
AN INCREMENTAL, NON-LINEAR DISPLACEMENT MEI'HOD FOR SPACE TRUSSES 
In order to devel op an incremental, non-linear displacement method 
consider a typical member first l y in the initial, undeformed state denoted by 
a zero subscript; secondly in some deformed position denoted by t he subscript 
i ; and thirdly an incremental change in this deformed position denoted by the 
subscript (i+1). 
1.1 Ge ometry of a Typical Member 
Consider the member AB as shown in fig . 1. 1. In the undeformed 
position the member is of length L , and the ori entation of ~ relative to 
0 




T = cos Bo 
-0 
( 1 . 1) 
cos Yo 
Defining D as the vector of projected l engths onto the global axes, then 
D = L T 
-0 0 - o 
(1 . 2) 
In the deformed position the displacements of the nodes of the member are 
Q.Ai and ~i as shown in fig. 1.1. 
define the deformed position : 
The six node displacement components of u . 
-i 
( 1. 3) 





























.£Ai = uAy and 





In this deformed position the length of the member i s 1 .. With the orien-
1 
tation of AB relative to the global axes now given by T., where 
-:i. 
cos ex . 
l 
T. = cos ~-
-:i. l 
cos Yi 
the vector of projected lengths becomes 
D. = 1 . T. 
-:i. l -:i. 
where 
1 . = 1 + 61 .. 
l 0 l 
(1.5) 
( 1. 6) 
( 1. 7) 
After an incremental change in configuration of the deformed position 
the member assumes the (i+1)th position, having undergone increments d£A 
and d£B in the displac ements of its nodes. Thus 
u = £A . + d£A 
-'Ai +1 l 
and ( 1. 8) 
~i+1 = .1!i3 . + d.1!i3 . l 
-With the direction cosines of AB now given by 
cos o:i +1 
~+1 = cos ~i+1 ( 1. 9) 
cos y i+1 
the vector of projected length is 












= L. + d61 
l 




Furthermore it is convenient t o define the vector 
( 1. 12) 
and therefore 
~ = D. 1 - D . • -i+ -i ( 1.13) 
1.2 The Change in Member Length 
The l ength of the member in the (i+1)th position is given by 
Since, from equation (1.13), 
~+1 
this becomes 
1 . 1 = l+ 
Now, 
L~ = l 
therefore 
1 i+1 = 
D. + §., 
-i 




1. ( 1 + l 
+ 2 D ~ ..Q. + .Q_ t ..Q.) t. 
-.i. 
and Dt 1 . t = T.' 
-.i. l -.i. 
2 T~ ..Q. &tb.. J_ 
- 2 
-.i. +--) 1 . . 12 l l 
1 
Using the binomial expansion (1 + t)2 = 
terms of third and higher order, yields 
T~ ..Q. ..Q. t ..Q. 
+3-.+---

















and , since 
d61 = 1. 1 - 1 . ' l+ l 
then 
t ~t ~ (T ~ ~) 2 
dfil --:J.. ( 1.16 ) = ~~ +~ 2 1 . l l 
The term T~ .Q.. in equati on ( 1.1 6) i s t he usual first - order expression for the 
--:J.. 
change i n member length, whi l e the remaining terms represent t he second- order 
effect of increase in member length due to end di spl acements normal to the 
member axis. The sum of t hese non-linear ter ms must a l ways be greate r than, 
or equal to , zero since transverse displacements can only extend the ~ember . 
1. 3 The Change in Direction Cosines 
From equation (1 . 10) 
~+1 
T . 1 1 ' 
--:J.. + i +1 
and substituting equations ( 1.13) and (1 . 15) this becomes 
~+1 
2 T~ .§._ (~ + .§._) i. ( 1 + -~--~
l l 
Using equation (1 . 6) and the binomial expansion (1+t) -+ = 1 - +t + %t 2 + . . .. 
yields 
.Q.. T~ 6 i t Q. 3 (T~ 6) 2 
T. 1 (T . + - ) ( 1 -l - --:J.. - ..... ) = 1 . --- + 2 1~ + - 1+ --:J.. 1. 2 1~ l l l l 
and thus, to second order of smallnes s , 
~+1 
t 6 T~ T. Q. t .§._ 3 T.(T~ .§._ ) 2 .§._ T. T. c 6 J.. - 1 - - -i - J.. --:J.. J.. T. + - - 1. 1~ 12 + 12 --:J.. 1. 2 2 l l (1 . 17) l l l 
Thi s change in direc tion cosines has no counterpart in l inear analys i s, where 
the equilibrium equations are formulated in t erms of the undeformed geometry 
only . 
1.4 Memb er Equilibri um 
For any position of equilibrium of the member 












Resolving this axial force in the directions of the global axes gives th.e 
components of N applied t o the nodes A and B: 










1. 5 Internal Force-Deformation Relationship 








then in the (i + 1)th position the strain is 





L2 - 12 L.d61 2 i o i (d6L) +--=--+- -
212 12 212 
0 0 0 
(1.18) 
(1. 19) 
( 1 • 20) 
Substituting the expansion for d61, viz. equation 1.16, and1 neglecting terms 
of third and higher order yields 
= 
Li 1; ~ ~t ~ 
1
2 + --2· 
21 
0 0 
Assuming a linear stress-strain relationship for the material, 
N = E.A.e, 
(1. 21) 
( 1. 22) 
where the stiffness EA in tension or compression is based on the original 











1.6 Incremental Force - Displacement Equations 
Combini ng equat ions 1.1 8 and 1. 22 yie lds 
Now 
dP 
t herefor e , from equation 1. 23 , 
dl'.A = ~:~} = - EA { !i+1 \+1 - !i eJ 
From equations 1. 20 and 1. 21 t his becomes 
2 2 
1 - 1 1. T~ .Q. .Q.t .Q. 1~ - 12 ( i o i -i ) ( i o)} 
21
2 + 2 + 2 - .1'.i 2 • 
1 21 21 
0 0 0 0 
Substi t uting t he expansion f or 
L~ - 12 
vi z . equation 1.17, noting that 
EA ( i 0 ) = N. , 
212 l 
0 
and negl ec ting terms of t hird and higher order, leads t o 
where 
K' = EA [T . ] T . T~ 
12 ' l -i -i 
0 
[l ] = [~ 0 1 [B . J 5 Tt d l -i 
T~ t a s ea tar. and c = 5 6 T. , i -i - -i 
~ [ J parentheses denote a matrix. 
7 
( 1. 23 ) 











1.7 Incrementat Member Stiffness Matrix 
From equation 1.18 
- dP 
-A 
and, since, from equation 1.12 
5 = 
d113x - duAx 
d113y - duAy 




equation 1.24 gives the incrementat member stiffness matrix [K] retating 
the increments in externat forces and extern~t disp"Lacements. 
df = [K] d~. ( L 27) 
[K] may be written 
[K] = [0'] + [~] ' ( 1. 28) 
where [K1 ] is the tinear portion of 
increments in disptacements du · 
- ' 
and 
[K], i.e. [0'] is independent of the 
[~] is the non-tinear portion of 
[K]. 
Partitioning equation 1.27 into 
d {!A} = fiAA kAB l d {,gA} 
-B L~A ~J ~ 
from equation 1.24, 
N. 




= (K' - -2) L~ 
l 
N. .., 
+ --1 [I] ! 
1 . J 
l 
(1.29) 












1.8 Method of Solution 
In order to analyse an assemblage of members, the increment a l member 
stiffness matrix [K] obtained for each member from equation 1.27, is 
assemb led in its appropriate position to form the incremental structure 
t [K~~J. s iffness matrix 







The non-linear portion [ ~~ J ~L 
( 1.31) 
( 1. 32 ) 
is considered a correction term to the 
linear portion [~]. Consequently a simple iterative method of so lution i s 
possible. 
For the ( i+1) th l oad increment , [K~ J is evaluated fo r the geometric 
configuration and axial fo rce s of the ith position of the st ructure. For 
the first iteration [~] = 0, while f or the ( j+1)th iteration [~~] is 
evalua t ed using both the geometry and fo r ces of the ith position as well as 
t he displacements obtained from the so lution of the j th iteration. Thus for 
the (j+1) th iteration of the (i+1) th load incr ement 
dP = ( 1. 33) 
For any l oad inc r ement this i terative procedur e may be continued until d.£~~, 
obtained from successive iterations, converges to a desired degree . The 
geomet r y of the structure is then updated and the new values of axial forces 
computed from equations 1. 20 and 1. 22 . The next load increment may then be 
appli ed . 
In the compute r pr ogramme deve l oped by the writer the degr ee of con-
~~ 
vergence of du obtained by iterating equation 1.33 was dete rmined by 
summing the absolute value of each nodal deflection, i.e. summing the 
" 
ab so l ute values of each e l ement in d.£'' . The iteration procedure was stopped 
when the value of this sum obtained from successive iterations differed by 
less than some pre- assigned value . I n succeeding chapters this value is 












1.9 E"Lastic Instability 
For a singl.e member e"Lastic instability occurs when the slope of its 
toad-defl.ection curve becomes zero, as shown in Fig. 1.2. 
p 
u 
Fig. 1.2: Load-deflection curve for a single member 





dP = Kdu 
0 
requires that 
K = 0 
for elastic instability of a single member. 
Generalizing this r e sult to the toad deflection matrix equation for 
the whole structure, viz. equation 1.31, 
requires that 












In the computer programme developed by the writer, Gauss-reduction 
* . with back substitution was used to sol,ve equation 1. 31 for d.Q , which 
[K*J reduces to a triangular matrix. Thus, for any iteration of a 
particu"Lar "Load increment, the determinant I K-1~1 is readi 1.,y evaluated as 
the product of the terms on the leading diagonal., of the triangu"Lar matrix. 
Should the value of this determinant pass through zero then the point of 












THE BOWING SHORTENING OF A PINNED STRUT WHICH HAS AN 
INITIAL IMPERFECTION IN STRAIGHTNESS 
2 . 1 The Relationship between Axial Force and Bowing Shortening 
12 
For a member that is not perfectly straight, or has some initial 
curvature, the end forces (taken as collinear) wi11 produce bending moments 
a1ong the member. I f the end forces are compressive, the bending moment so 
caused wi11 produce lateral deflect i on adding to the ini tial curvature, which 




N ~ Oo- N -x 
A 81 B 
~2 1.,/2 ~ 1 
Fig. 2. 1: Bowing shortening 
Consid er the member shown in Fig . 2.1 . Let ACB be the initial stress 
free state. Suppose, for convenience , that this initial shape can be regarded 
as port ion of a sine curve, so that the initial departure from straightness 
is given by 
== a 0 
sin n 1 
( 2. 1) 
The quantity a is the maxi mum initial def lection of the member and occurs 
0 
at it s mid 1ength point. 
Under the action of the axial forces N, the member deflects to the 
position ADB' . The chord AB shortens by an amount 6 , that is 
AB == AB I + 6. 
The bending moment at any point on the axis is 
M == N(y + y ). 
0 
(2 . 2 ) 











the deflection y is 
2 
EI .£.....y = - M 
dx2 




f t . 2 1 d . t . b2 rom equa ion • an wri ing = N/EI yiel..ds 
- b2 a sin JI!. 
0 1 
the general solution of which is 
1 . JI!. y = c1 sin bx + c2 cos bx + ao sin l • (.,.c2/b2t2) - 1 v 
Apptying the boundary conditions 
y = 0 when x = 0 , 
and y = 0 when x = t - 6 ~ l., , 
yiel..ds c1 = c2 o, 
and thus equation 2.4 reduces to 









the Euter toad; and N it is convenient to 
= EI' 
write 
N = lL N ' 
c 
from which equation 2.5 becomes 
y = N . zz. a0 sin l., , 1 - N 
or in a dimensiontess form (see Fig. 2.2) 
- a 
:£. = N _Q, sin TC ~ 













I y ~ore length L 
AL< ~ s' 8 s 
-x 
I-= 1 --It~ 
Fig. 2. 2 : Di mensi onless configurat i on 
Wi th refer ence to Fig. 2 . 2, the arc length L' i s given by 
1 d(·1) 2 J ( 1., ' x ( 2.7) L' = - - d(-). d(.!) ./ 1., 
0 1., 
Squaring the de r ivative of equat i on 2 . 6 and subs t ituting i nt o equa t i on 
2. 7 yie Ws 
I 1 J 2 J w 2 x d( .!) ( 2 . 8 ) L' = 1 + w 2 .r 1 2 s i n 7t - ' 1 + w 1., 1., 
0 
where N 7t a 
0 
w 
t( 1 - N) 
and if 
e x ( 2. 9) 7t -1., 
then n/2J 2 ' 2 
L1 1- J 1 + w sin 2 e d8 , ( 2 . 10) w J 1 2 7t + w 
0 
whi ch is a compl ete ellipt ical., int egra l., of t he second ki nd and may be 
eval.,uated( 3o) to any desired degree of accuracy by summing suf fic i ent t erms 
of its series expans i on. 
Hence , 
2 3 
L1 J 1 2 ' { - (-t)2 ~ - (Ll)2 EL ( 1. 3. 5) 2 .!!!._ } ( 2.11) = + w 1 
- 2.4. 6 5 •.• ' 2.4 3 
2 
where w m 2 . 











From Fig. 2.2, writing e' = 6/t we have 
..!.. 
-;- 1 I - 1 • 
15 
(2.12) 
The order of magnitude of the initial imperfection as a fraction of the 
member Length, that is a0 /t, must be estimated to reflect the accuracy and 
precision in fabrication and erection of the components of the particular 
structure under consideration. 
To i nco rpor a t e the effect of bowing shortening i nto the i ncrementa l 
displacement method a s described in Chapter 1, equation 2.10 or 2.11 wou ld be 
r equired in an incremental form, necessitating its differentiation with 
respect t o N. The mathematica l complexity of equations 2.10 or 2.1 1 pro-
hibits this. 
Curves of the form 
(2.13) 
e' N and n 
0 ' 0 
are constants) have similar shape to those of (where 
vs . N as eva luated from equation 2. 12 (see Fig. 2. 3); but are easily 
differentiated and eval uated . 
For convenience e' 
0 
was chosen equa l to 0,002 , which is an approximate 
value of the elastic Limit f or most construction materials. For any chosen 
from equation 2.12, value of a /t 
0 
and its asso ci ated true curve of e' vs. N 
it is pQssibte t o obtain values f or N 
0 
and n in equation 2.13 so that a 
curve of thi s equation fottows the true curve very c tosety. However, as only 
an approxi mate value of the magnitude of initial imperfection a /t 
0 
is 
estimated for a particular structure, it wilt not introduce any further error 
if the approximate curve of equation 2. 13 does not fottow the true curve 
exactly. 
In Fig. 2.3 curves of e' vs. N for various values of N and n in 
0 
equation 2.1 3 are shown .together with true curves of equation 2.1 2 for various 
values of a /t. Note that the curves of equation 2.1 2 a re asymptotic to the 
0 












2.2 The Inclusion of Bowing Shortening in the Incremental Non-linear 
Displacement Method for Space Trusses 
Recall from equation 1.18 that 
therefore 
and thus 
d_PA == - T dN - d T N .. 
-:i.+1 - l ( 2 .14) 
For a tension member any small initial imperfection in straightness 
will not affect the strain-displacement relationship significantly, and thus 
equation 1.22 still holds, 
therefore dN == EA d e. ( 2.15) 
However, the applicat i on of compressive collinear f orces t o the ends of 
a member that has an initial curvature will cause shortening of t he chord 
length due t o two causes , vi z . the st r ess - s train char acteristics of t he con-
st ituent material, and bowing shortening as desc r ibed in the preced ing 
section. 
I f the bowing st r ain is given by equation 2. 13 then the total strain-
axial f orce r e l ationship of a compression member becomes 
N N n 
e == EA + e ~ (-:) • 
No 
Thus in the (i+1)th posit ion, 
e . 1 l+ == 
(N. + dN ) e 1 dN ~=1~~~ + o N~ ( 1 + N"°")n, 
EA (N N )n i 
0 c 













N. + dN 
l 
+ A. N~ E: . 1 = + n i + EA l 
where E:' 
A. 0 
(N N ) n 
0 c 
Now, 
dE: e . 1 - e. 1+ l 
therefore 





1 d E:. • Nn-n I\ . 
l 
A. N~- 1 dN, 
l 
Substituting equations 1. 20 and 1. 21 into equation 2.18 yietds 
t 5 t 5 1 . T. 5 





( 2 . 18) 
( 2. 19 ) 
(2.20 ) 
For a tensi on member, using equations 2 . 14, 2. 15 , 2.20 and the expansion for 
1'.i+1 (viz . equation 1. 17) will l ead to equation 1. 24. Thus, t o include 
bowing shortening, it may be seen by comparing equations 2. 15 and 2.19 that 
the onl y differ ence in both the linear and non-linear por tions of the 
incremental member stiffness matrix of equation 1. 27 will be the val ue of K' : 
f or tension members, K' = K' EA t 12 
(2.21 ) 
0 
and for compression members, 1/ 12 
K' K' 0 
n- 1 · c 1/EA + n A. N. 
l 
(2 . 22 ) 
Thus the inclusion of bowing shortening int o an incremental non- linea r 
displ acement method programme f or space truss anal ysis is easil y affected. 
2 . 3 A Note on the So l ution Procedure 
If the effect of bowing sho rtening i s inc l uded i n the analysis , the 
structure s t iffness matrix is assembled and evaluated us i ng equations 2. 21 
or 2. 22 accordingl y for a tension or compr ession member; and t he same 
it erative procedure describ ed in section 1. 8 empl oyed to so l ve for the 












To evatuate the axiat forces of the members once the (i+1)th increment 
in deftection has been obtained 
= 






€. 1 l+ > 0 the member is in tension, and the axiat f orce is stitt given 
N. 1 l+ 
However , for 
equation 
= 
€. < 0 ' i+1 
N. 1 
--1±_ + • Nn EA ''- i+1 = 
(2.23) 
the compressive force is obtained from the 
(2. 24) 
In the programme devetoped by the writer, the desired root Ni+i of equation 
2.24 was obtained by emptoying a Newton-Raphson iteration technique, with the 
initiat est imate of the r oot given by equat i on 2.23. Convergence was rapid. 
Note that for a compression member N is negative. Therefore if n 
is convenientty chosen as an odd integer, the term n A. N~-i in equation 
l 
n 2.22 is positive, and the term A. N. 1 in equation 2.24 is negative, as l+ 
desired. Choosing n as an even integer wouW necessitate a suitabte 













SPACE TRUSS NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Example 3. 1: 
To illustrate the use of t he incremental non-linear displacement 
method t o predict the behaviour of a pa r t icular s tructure, the problem of 
a simple two-bar truss will be considered . For convenience no e las ti c limit 
i s assigned to the constituent mat eria l, and it is assumed that t he two 
members are prevented from buckling. 
y 
i-==------ a 
Fi g . 3. 1: Two- bar truss of Example 3.1 
Because of the simplici ty of t his structure it is possible to verify 
r esul ts by means of a direct ana lytical approach. When a vertical load W 
i s applied to node B it causes t his node t o deflect by an amount v, and 
the structure t hus assumes t he configurat i on AB'C, as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
For co nvenienc e t he non-dimensi onal forms 
v 
= x a 
( 3. 1) 
and w = w EA 
will be adopt ed and t hus the deformation of t he structure is governed com-




and w, where defines the initial 
















where 1 = a sec 
<XO 0 
and 1 = a sec Cl'.' 
the axia 1, force N becomes 
2 
sec Cl'. -
N EA = 
2 2 sec 
For equilibrium of node 
and 
Now, 
w = 2 N sin ex 
therefore 



















( 3. 2) 
exo ) 
( 3. 3) 
( 3. 4) 
for a chosen value of x the associated value of w may be obtained from 
equations 3.3 and 3.4. Differentiating equation 3.? with respect to ex 
and equating this to zero wi1,1, yie"Ld cxc' the value of ex corresponding 
to the elastic critical toad of the structure: 
0 . ( 3. 5) 
Emptoying a Newton-Raphson technique, with cx
0 
= 309 , the critical value of 
ex was found to be 
ex = 0,31184, c 
thus 
w = 0,05279 c 
and 
x = 0 , 25500 . c 
In Figs. 3.2, 3,3, 3.4 
truss are shown for the case 
and 
<XO 
3.5 toad-deflection curves for the two-bar 




















c:t0 = 30° 
0,2 
deflection x 
(a) direct analysis 
(b) present analysis 
0,3 








(a) direct analysis 
(b) present analysis 




































(a) direct analysis 
( b) present analysis 




Fig. 3.4: Load- deflection curve of 2- bar truss 
0,1 
C(,o = 300 
0,2 
(b) 
(a) direct analysis 
(b) present analysis 
Op 0;4 
deflection x 













result of the direct analytical approach outlined above, those Labelled (b) 
are the results of inc r ementa l non-linear displacement method analyses, 
while t he straight line from t he origi n in each figure represents the linear 
solution. For the incremental non-linear displacement method analyses the 
summed iteration deflection conver gence tolerance was 0,05. The horizontal 
portions of cur ves (b) are t hus the change in def l ection due to the iteration 
procedure . 
It was f ound t hat substantially l arge load increments could be app l ie ci 
until the t ota l l oad was within approximately 5 % of the elastic critical 
load after which it was necessary t o reduce the size of the load increments 
drasticall y t o avo id a gross l y erroneous r esult, as shown in Figs. 3.4 and 
3. 5 . As can be s een f r om Fig . 3. 2, af t er applying onl y two l oad increments 
up t o w = 0,05 , t he iterative procedure corrects the def l ection to within 
1 , 5 % of t he correct va l ue . The incremental non-linear displacement method 
result of Fig. 3. 2 give s t he elastic critical load of the st ructure as 
w = 0,0 528 which is within 0 ,02 % of the correct va lue , although the 
associated deflection at the point of instability is 7 % in error. This 
result required a total of 21 iterations . I t was found that reducing the 
permissib l e iteration convergence t ol erance caused a substantial increase 
in the number of iterations without signif i cant i mpr ovement in the value 
of def l ection at the point of instability. A far mo r e effective method of 
improving the accuracy of the so l ution was t o decrease the magnitude of 
load increments especially as the point of instability was approached. 
The load incrementing of Fig. 3. 3 a lso produced a criti ca l l oad of 
w = 0,0528 but the deflection at the point of instability was onl y 1,75 % 
in error. This r esult r equired a total of 48 iterations. 
To compare t he results obtained from the present ana l ysis with those 
obt a ined by other methods, cons ider the two- bar truss in the initial posi tion 
wi th a now equal to 0,1 radian and t he load W a pplied in the opposite 
0 
direction. Convergence patterns of the iterative procedures for the load 
cases w = - 0, 0005 and w - - 0,05 are shown in Figs . 3.6 and 3.7 res-
pectively. In both figures the true value of x is indicated as obtained 
from equations 3.3 and 3. 4 of the dire ct analytica l approach out lined above. 
The results of analyses performed by Turne r e t a l ( 36) and Saafan( 27 ) are 
also shown. The re sults obtained from t he present analysis give some 
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For both Load cases the futi toads of - 0,0005 and - 0,05 were apptied in 
a singte t oad increment and t he sotutions iterated untit convergence to 
four significant figures was obtained . 
For the Load case w = - 0,0005 the present anatysis required six 
cyctes to conver ge to a va tue which was 1 % i n error of t he true vatue, 
white a t inear ana t ysis produced a r esult 30 % in error. As can be seen 
from Fig. 3. 6 , the result of Saafan's analysis converges t o · a value more 
than 6 % in error, a consequence of approximations he introduces into his 
governing equat i ons. 
The second "Load case of w = - 0,05 is a sing te "Load increment 
100 times the s ize of that considered above . Wi th reference to Fig. 3.7 
the present ana l ysis converges t o a value 32 ~ in error; the linear 
ana l ysis produces a r esu l t 778 % in error; and Saafan 's result osci llat es 
ad infinitum between two limits . The fact that the incremental non-linear 
displacement method so t ution conver ges to a value 32 % in error indicates 
that because of the large val ue of l oad appl ied in a s ingte increment, the 
third- and higher- ord er terms, negl ected in the develupment of the analysis 
in Chapter 1 , now become of numerica l significance, and thus the second-
order ana l ysis i s invalid fo r l oad increments that produce such large 











Example 3. 2 : 
The three-way grid dome shown in Fig . 3.8 has span 18 metres, radius 
15 metres, rise 3 metres, and consists of 34 nodes and 60 members. The 
members are tubular steel of outer diameter 60 , 5 mm, and thi ckness 3,0 mm. 
The nodes were assumed to be ball-join ts and those lying on the perimeter 
circle constrained against trans l a ti on in any direction. '.L' he value of 
Young's modulus was taken to be 209 GPa. A uni .form distributed l oad was 
applied to the whole structure in the mi nus - z di r ection , which was a pplied 
as nodal loads proportional to the plan area . 
The results of sixteen ana l yse s are summari zed in t;;i.ble 3. i , where 
the values n and N in coluffin six of t he table are the bowing parame ters 
0 
of equations 2. 17 and 2. 22 . For the non- l inear anatyses the magnitude of 
the t oad i ncrements was 0 ,05 kPa . 
If atl the members of the dome are straight, and thus no bowing takes 
ptace under compressive axial l oad, t he elastic critical l oad was found to 
be 9 ,35 kPa (analysis 16 ) . Assuming that each member has a n initial imper-
fection in straightness and accounting for bowing of members (al.l members 
of the dome are in compressi on) , the e lastic critical l oad was dete rmined 
for the f o llowing values of bowing parameters n and N: 7, 0,87; i i , 0,90 ; 
0 
and 51, 0,98. (see Fig . 2.3) . The va t ues of the corresponding critical 
loads were found to be 1 ,5 5 kPa, 1 ,55 kPa and 1,75kPa respectively . (Closer 
approxi mations of these critical l oads coutd be obtained by decreasing 
the magnitude of the l oad increments as the point of instability is app-
r oached). 
Analyses 4 to 7 give the state of the structure one load increment 
before the point of instability was reached in analyses 13 and 14; analyses 
8 to 10 one load increment before instability in analysis 15 ; and analyses 
11 and 12 one l oad increment before instability in ana l ysis 16. Cotumn 8 
of the table gives the maximum va lue of current axial force divided by 
Euler l oad occurring in any member of t he structure, and thus i t can be 
seen that the dome becomes elastically unstable as the Euler l oad is app-
roached in at least one of the members . Analysis 6 of the table required 
62 iterati ons while the next l oad increment (analysis 13) required the 
maximum number of 200 iterati ons, indicating lack of convergence in the 
iteration procedure at the point of i nstabi lity . 
By comparing analyses 1 , 2 and 3, which correspond to the working 
l oad condi tion, it can be seen that there i s little error in the l inear 
analysis, and the introduction of bowing in analysis 3 does not affect 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P A R T I I 
CHAPTER 4 
AN INCREMENTAL, NON- LINEAR DISPLACEMENT METHOD FOR PLANE FRAMES 
Similar to the incremental, non-linear displacement method deve l oped for a 
space truss in Part 1, consider a typical member of a plane frame firstly in 
t he initia l, undeformed state denot ed by a zero subscript; secondly in some 
defo rmed position denoted by the subscript i; and thirdly an incremental 
change in this deformed position denoted by the subscript (i+1). 
4.1 Geometry of a Typical Member 
Consider the member 
the member is of l ength 1 
0 
as shown in Fig . 4.1. In the undeformed position 
The orientation of AB is given by the angle a
0 
measured anti- c l ockwise f r om the positive direction of the x-axis. 
are 




In the deformed position the displacements of the nodes of the member 
Jd.A 
i 
and ~ , as shown. 
i 
The angle of orientation of the chord -AB is now 
At end A, the tangent to the e lastic line of the member makes an angle 
with the direction of the initial chord --AB, and an angle 8' with the A. 
l 














~x l ~y 
8B 
i 
{:::} and Jd.B . {~:} l 
i i 
































In this deformed position the length of the chord joining the disp"Laced ends 
of the member is 1., where 
]. 
1. = 1 + 61., as for the space truss in Part 1. ]. 0 . ]. 
On defining the unit vector 
the vector of projected lengths of the current chord is 
D. 
-i 
1. T .. ]. -i 
( 4. 3) 
(4.4) 
In this deformed position the six internal forces acting on the member 
are defined by three independent quantities 
Fig. 4.2(a) 
N 
F. = M' 
-i A 
MB i 
N.' ]. M' A. 
]. 
and MB. - as shown in 
]. 
(4.5) 
Note that the directions of the axial and shear forces are those associated 
with the chord joining the deflected nodes. Furthermore, the axia 1 force N 
is computed on the basis of the new chord length of the member and the effect 
of change in member length due to flexure is disregarded. ( 16 ' 27 ,34, 4o) The 





( 4. 6) 
i 
After an incrementat change in configuration of the deformed position the 
member assumes the (i+1)th position, having undergone increments d_gA and 























orientation of the chord Ji:.B. Furthermore, the tangents to the elastic line 
at ends A and B of the member-rotate in an anti-c1ockwise (positive) direction 
by amounts d8A and d8B respectively (see Fig. 4.1). 
Similar to the space truss of Part 1, for the (i+1)th position of the 
member of a plane frame we have: 
the displacements 
and ~B = ~- + d.l!_s 
i+1 l 
the unit vector 
the projected lengths of the current chord 
12.i +1 
the current chord length 
1. 1 l+ 1. + dllL l 
= 1 + ll1. + dllL ~ 




( 4. 8) 
( 4. 9) 
( 4. 10) 
( 4. 11) 
(4.12) 
The three internal deformations associated with the three independent internal 












Af,. + d61 
l 
8' + d8A - do: A. 
l 
SB. + d8B - do: 
l 
4.2 The Change in Chord Length of a Member 
36 
(4.13) 
With 5 and T redefined as in the preceding section, the second-
order expression for the increment in chord length of a member when deforming 
from the ith to the (i+1)th position is still given by equation 1.16, viz. 
d61 (4.14) 
4.3 The Change in Transformation Vector 1 
Similarly, equation 1.17 still holds, viz. 
T. T~o t t 3T.(T\) 2 5 5 T .5 T. 5 5 
T. 1 T. 
-1 -1-
- -1- --i - - -1 -1-
= +- + 
-1+ -1 1. 1. L~ 21~ 21~ l l (4.15) 
l l l 
4.4 -The Change in Angle of Orientation of AB 
== ex. + da 
l 
and, with reference to Fig. 4.3, 
do: 
DB. 
= __ l 
1. 
l 
= CBi CD 
1. 1. 
l l 
du sin a:. + du cos a:. 
= 





sin a:.) tan do: 
l 
Using the series expansion tan do:= do:+ da:3/3J + ...•. ,and neglecting 
terms of third and higher order, yields 
do: 
















Fig. 4.3: G t · th i.th and eome ry in e 
37 











Defining a unit vector 
!!; = t :~: :~} 
the second-order expression for da becomes 
da 
R~ B 





The first term on the right hand side of equation 4.17 is the usual first-
order expression for the rotation of the chord, while the second term gives. 
the effect of increase in chord length serving to decrease chord rotation. 
4.5 An Expression for .Ei+1/Li+1 
Under the stipu1,ation that external forces are applied only at the nodes 
the shear force V is constant along the length AB of the member, and is of 
magnitude 
v ( 4. 18) 
(See Fig. 4.2a) 
Resolving this shear force in the directions of the global axes produces terms 
of the form 
sin a ( M, + M, ) 
1 A B and 
cos a 
1 
and, when formulating the equations of member equilibrium in the following 
section (4.6), it wilt be seen that a second-order expression for 
..Ri+1 {- sin 
:} i+1 
= 
_1_ will be required. 
1. 1 1. 1 cos i+ i+ 
From equations 4.8 and 4.9 
R. 1 











and from equations 1.15, 4.11 and 4.12, this becomes 
R. 1 
-i+ 
1. 1 i+ 
2 T~ 5 5 t 5 - 1 
1 ( -i - -"\ -1+~ + ' L~ 1i _1_2_ ) • 
l i 
Using the binomial.. expansion = 1 t + t 2 + 
.Ei+1 
L. 1 l+ 
t 
= ( __ Ri + _1 { - d Uy}'\ (i - _2_1'.--"i'--§_ 
L. 12 du ) L. l . x l 
l 
and thus, to second-order of sma1..1..ness, 
R. 1 
-i+ 
L. 1 l+ 
where [r] 
R. 2R. T~ 
-i -1 -1 
= 1. l 




4.6 Member Egui1..ibrium 
5 1 2T~ 5 [r] 5 -1 -+-L~ L? 
l l 
[I] 5 
4(1'.~ 5) 2 
l -
-- + L~ 
l 







. .. )' 
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With reference to Fig. 4.2, the joint equations of equi1..ibrium fo+ the 






- sin a - sin a: 
- cos a 1 1 
pyA - sin a 
cos a: cos a: N L 1 
MA 0 1 0 M' A (4.21) 
= 
pxB 
sin a sin a M' cos a 1 1 B i 
pyB sin a: 
- cos 0: - cos a 
1 1 












Using equations 4.3 and 4.16 this may be written 
pxA R R 




MA 0 1 0 M' A (4.22) 
pxB R R M' T -- B 
pyB 
1 1 i 
~ 0 0 1 i i 
4.7 Internal Force-Deformation Relationship 
Defining the axial strain in the deformed position as 
€. 
l 
( 4. 23) 
then the second-order strain-displacement relationship is stilt given by 
equation 1.21, viz. 
1~ - 12 1. T. t 6 5t 5 
l 0 l -i +--
€. 1 = 
212 
+ i+ 12 212 
(4.24) 
0 0 0 




e. = 8' and F. = M' 
-i A -i A 
8' B i MB 
it is convenient to define the vector fel as 
€ 
































0 0 0 
fe}i+1 = 8' + d8A - dcx A. (4.27) 
l 
8' B. + d8B - do: 
l 
The retationship between the internai deformations and forces may 
now be expressed by the member stiffness matrix [s] as fo11ows: 
[F}. = l [s J. fe}. l l ' ( 4. 28) 
where 
EA 0 0 
[sJ. 0 SAA. SAB. l l l (4.29) 
0 SBA. SBB. 
l l 
Note that the axial stiffness of the member in tension or compression is 
based on the original cross-sectional area 
whereas the flexural stiffness coefficients 
A and the original length 1 , 
0 
SAA' SAB' SBA and SBB depend 
on the magnitude and sign of the current value of axial force, and current 
chord length; as will be shown in the fo11owing section. 
4.8 Stiffness Coefficients in Flexure( 3s) 












tine is considered to be illlaffected by the axiat forces, resutting in the 
ftexurat stiffness for the member AB of a ptane frame: 
SAA = SBB = 
4EI 
1 ' 
( 4. 30) 
and SAB = SBA = 
2EI 
1 . 
However, in second-order anatysis, relativety targe forces and dis-
ptacements are invotved, and it is necessary to determine the equation of 
the etastic curve on the basis of a more exact bending moment expression 
inc tuding the e:ffect of axial . forces. 
The derivation of the fottowing ftexurat stiffness coefficients is 
given in Appendix A. Defining the quantity 
then for N. positive, that is tensi"Le, 
l. 
0~ cosh 0. - ¢. sinh 0. 
SAA. SBB. 
l. l. l. l. 
= = cosh ¢. + ¢. sinh ¢. 2 - 2 
l. l. l. l. l. 
¢. sinh 0. - ¢~ 
and sAB. SBA. 
l. l. l. 
= = cosh ¢. + ¢. sinh ¢. 2 - 2 
l. l. l. l. l. 
and for N. negative (compressive), 
l. 
0i sin¢. - ¢~ cos ¢. EI 
SBB. 
l. l. l. 
SAA. = = cos ¢. - ¢. sin¢. 1. 2 - 2 
l. l. l. l l l 
¢i sin 0. - ¢~ cos 0. EI 
SBA. 
l l l and SAB. = = 2 - 2 cos ¢. - ¢. sin¢. 1. 
l l l l l l 









Curves of SAA and SAB vs 0 for N tensi"Le and compressive are 
given in Fig. 4.4. Note that, in comparison with the case in which the 
ftexurat stiffness is considered unaffected by axiat force, a ftexurat 
member is stiffer with axiat tension, but more ftexib"Le with axiat com-
pression. 




























4.9 Incremental Force-Displacement Equations 
Recalling equations 4.20 and 4.28 viz. 
{P} = [AJ[F}, 
and {F } = [ S ] {e } ; 
and substituting equation 4.28 into equation 4.20 yields 
pxA R fl - El\! (SAA+ SAB) 1 (SAA + SAB) pyA 
E: 
MA 0 SAA SAB Ct 
= v A 
pxB R R 
EA.±_ 
- (SAA + SAB) (SAA + SAB) ~ I 8' 
pyB 
1 B 
J MB 0 SAB SBB 
( 4. 33) 
Now, 
d{P} = {P } . 1 - {P } . , i+ l 
therefore, from equation 4.33, 
d {p xA} = -EA CT_. 
p i+1 
yA 
From equations 4.26 and 4.27 this becomes 
2da:) 
(4.34) 
Recall from section 4.8 that and s AB. 1 l+ 











and 1. 1• Since the val.,ue of N. 1 is stil.,1., to be determined, the l+ l+ 
approximation is made that the fl.,exural., stiffness coefficients in the 




~+1 Now, .in equation 4.34, substituting the expansions for T. 1 , da and 1 , 
-i+ . 1 l+ 
viz. equations 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19, noting that 
N. and 
l 
and negl.,ecting terms of third and higher order, l.,eads to 
where 
{
p A} ~ N. N. ~M! d x = - (K'1. - 11 )[T.] + 11 [I] + ~ 2[H.] P l . l . 1 l 









+ S. R.(d8A + d8B) l -1 
Mi r . -1 
- - 3 . 4 C. [H.] - 2 c. [I] - [Q.] 'i 5 1 _ L l l l l ~j -
= EA 














= T~ 5 = 5 t T. , a sea tar, and G. 
-l l 
-i -
( 4. 35) 
= M'A.+M'B.' 
l l 
= [01 -1 l 
0 J' 
t 
= T. T. 
-i -i 
= 5 T~ 
- -i 
= R~ 5 
-i -
t 













The increment in bending moment at end A is 
From equations 4.33, 4.26 and 4.27 this becomes 
( 4. 36) 












4.10 Incremental, Member Stiffness Matrix 
From equation 4.33 
d G:} = -dG:} ( 4. 39) 
and, since 
r"Bx -du } Ax s= 
- duBy - du Ay 
( 4. 40) 
equations 4.35, 4.37 and 4.38 may be assembted to give the incremental, 
member stiffness matrix [K] retating the increments in external, forces 
and external, disptacements: 
dP = [K] du (4.41) 











_ _L NL [K] = [~] + [K ], 
where [KL] is the linear portion of 







[KL] is independ~nt of 
is the non-tinear portion 
The thirty-six etements of [KL] and of [~1 ] are given in 
Appendix B. Note that by setting SAA = SAB 0 this stiffness matrix 
reduces to the two dimensiona i equi va tent of the increment a i non-linear 
stiffness matrix for a space truss derived in Chapter 1, as is expected. 
The incrementai member stiffness matrices for aii the members of a 
pl.,ane frame are assembted to form the incrementai structure stiffness 
matrix [K~~J, a~d the sotution procedure described in section 1.8 is 



























under axial, compression as derived in Appendix A. 
Now, 
8' = 8' A B 
-1 v cos a 
= sin ( 0)' 1 ( 5. 6) 
and since 
~ VL = 2 
then 
( 5. 7) 
Thus equation 5.1 becomes 
w = 
4 . _1 ( v cos ry_ 0 ) 2N sin a + L (SBB + SBA) sin L cos a 
and therefore 
w = 
) v cos a 2N(h ~ v + ~~ (SAA + SAB) sin-1 ( 1 o) (5.8) 
Thus for a chosen vatue of v,. the magnitude of the axial force N may be 
found from equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4; hence the flexural stiffness 
coefficients SAA and SAB may be evaluated from equations 4.32; and hence 
the value of load W corresponding to. the chosen value of v may be found 
from equation 5.8. 
The dimensions and properties of the aluminium toggle analysed and 
tested by Williams and analysed by Jennings are:-
a = 12,9361 in, 
h = 0 '3196 in, 
EA = 1 ,885 x 10
6 lb, 
and EI 9,274 x 103 lb/in2• 
Using these data in equation 5.8 produced a curve of vertical load W vs. 
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20 (a) linear analysis 
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(c) Williams' experimental results 
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flexural shortening 
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curve has a Loca L maximum va Lue of W = 27,O1 Lb when v = O, 250 in, 
and thus eLastic instabiLity shoul.,d occur. 
From experimental work WiLhams gives the stress at the Limit of 
proportionality of the aluminium aLLoy in compression as 48 000 Lb/in2• 
52 
In the Loading range considered, the compressive stress remains weLL beLow 
this el.,astic Limit. 
Curve (a) in Fig. 5.2'was obtained from simpLe linear el.,astic theory 
whiLe curve (c) summarizes the resuUs obtained expe:rimentaLLy by Williams. 
This curve exhibits no 'snap-through' characteristic as predicted by the 
direct analytical approach which did, however, ignore the effect of flexural., 
shortening. A theoretical anaLysis assumes a rigid joint of zero Length at 
the apex of the toggLe, that the ends of the members were perfectty enca~tre, 
that the material behaviour was not appreciably aitered in the region of 
the rigid joint and the encastre ends of the members, and that the vertical., 
toad W was applied as a line-load at the apex of the toggle.. As Williams 
states, these conditions were clearl.,y not ful.,l.,y attained in his experimental., 
work. 
Curves (d) and (e) in Fig. 5.2 were obtained by Williams by using an 
iterative (but not incremental) approach. Curve (e) r~presents the results 
of an analysis which allows for the effects of large deflections and rotations 
at the ends of the member, white curve (d) in addition to these, allows for 
the effect of flexural., shortening. The difference between curve (d) and 
curve (e) is thus a measure of the effect of flexural shortening of the 
members on the behaviour of the toggle. 
Jennings' non-Linear anal.,ysis takes account of flexural shortening and 
the effect of axial load on flexural stiffness by assuming that the elastic 
tine of a deformed member follows a cubic curve. His more accurate resutts, 
using several sub-members per member, agree ctosely with WilLiams 1 sotutio:n 
Curve (b) in Fig. 5.2 was obtained from the results of an incremental., 
non-linear displacement method analysis as out lined i.n Chapter 4. The 
determinant of the structure stiffness matrix became zero at a load of 
W = 29 ,00 l.,b corresponding to a vertical, deflection of v = 0 ,274 in. This 
load is 7 per cent higher than the critical load of the direct anaLytical 
solution, i.e. curve (f), while Williams' results do not predict any point of 












Examp"Le 5. 2: 
For the rigid frame shown in Fig. 5.3, Wang( 3s) gives the numericaL 
va"Lues of a non-Linear ana"Lysis which takes account of finite disp"Lacements 
and the effect of axial, force on flexural stiffness, for the case 
l = 60 in, 
w = 5000 Lb 
E 30 x 106 lb/in 2 = 
' 
A 3,0682 in 2 = 
' 
and I 6,9919 4 = in . 
Wang assumes no e"Lastic Limit. Analysing this togg1,e by means of the 
incremental, non-linear displacement method of the preceedi g chapter pro-







Fig. 5.3: Wang's rigid frame 
An indication of the order of magnitude of the inherent error in a 
1.,inear ana 1.,ysis of this structure and "loading caf.::c-:: is s1lm.n1a:rised in Ta.bte 5. 1. 
The linear analysis required 0,448 sec CPU time, while the particulars of 
the non-linear analysis of Table 5. ·1 are listed under Analysts I in Table 5. 2. 
The percentage errors listed in the last column of Table 5. ·1 gives the 
difference in magnitude of the linear and non-linear deflection or force as 
a percentage of the non-linear value listed in column 4 of the table. A 
positive percentage error implies that the magnitude of the non-linear 












Linear Ana 1..ysis Non-Linear Anal.ysis °/o Error * 
' 
Node 2 u =t= 
x 
8,96313 10 ,6532 16 
u - 0,01535 - 0 ,48822 97 y 
8 
- 0' 12170 - 0' 13618 11 
Node 3 u 
x 
8,96145 10 '3230 13 
u - 5 ,87550 - 6,76634 13 y 
8 - 0 ,03995 - 0 ,04023 1 
Node 4 u 8,95008 10'1426 12 
x 
u - 0,02144 y - 0,23684 91 
8 0,04344 0,04777 9 
Member 12 N12 - 11778 - 11010 7 
v12 2420 3614 33 
M1 357914 447228 20 
M2 - 67538 - 13634 - 396 
Member 23, N23 - 2580 - 1253 - 106 
v23 11778 11620 - 1 
M2 67538 13561 - 398 
M-:S 639112 683625 7 
'' 
Member 34 N34 - 2580 - 1981 - 30 
v34 - 8223 - 8847 7 
M3 - 639112 - 683672 7 
M4 - 347589 - 377920 8 
' 
Member 45 N45 - 8223 - 859'.3 4 
v45 2580 2836 9 
M4 347589 377922 8 
M5 271660 302581 10 
=t units: u x' u in y 
8 rad. 
N, v 1,b 
M 1..b in 
~~ ~' Error is ca 1..Cul.ated as the difference in magnitude of the Linear 
and non-1..inear defl.ection or force as a percentage of the non-1..inear 
val.ue. 












Since this rigid frame has nine degrees of freedom, there.are nine 
statics checks, these being the three conditions of equilibrium at each of 
the nodes 2, 3 and 4. Recalling that the directions of the axial and shear 
forces of the deformed structure are those associated with the directions of 
the straight lines joining the displaced ends of the members, resolving these 
nodal forces in the directions of the global axes wi11 give some indication of 
the consistency of the solution. Details of the arithmetic wi11 not be showri 
but the final results are g{ven in Table 5.3, where the particulars of 
Analyses I, II, III and IV may be obtained from' Table 5.2. 
Analysis Analysis Analysis Ana 1ysis 
I II III IV 
Number of equal toad 
increments to final 1oad 
w = 5000 1b. 20 50 20 50 
Summed iteration def1ec-
10-2 10-2 ~~ 10-6 -6 tion convergence tolerance 1'0 '1f 1 ,o ~r 1 ,o 1 ,o ~~ 10 
Tota 1 number of 
iterations required 60 100 100 200 
CPU time (sec) 1,931 3,219 2,852 5,606 
Table 5.2: Non-linear analyses of Example 5.2 
As can be seen from Table 5.3 the accuracy of the incremental non-
linear displacement method solution is best improved by decreasing the size 
of the toad increments rather than by decreasing the summed iteration de-
flection convergence tolerance - for example, Analyses II and III both 
required the same total number of iterations, but Analysis II, with a greater 
number of 1oad increments, produced a more consistent solution. Comparing 
the percentage errors of :Analyses I and II with those of Analyses III and IV 
respectively, it may be seen that for the same number of 1oad increments, 
some percentage errors increase when the summed iteration deflection con-
. -2 -6 
vergence tolerance is decreases from 10 to 10 . This is probably due to 













Node Force1 Value 




L;P + 11418 y 11556 -
L'.M + 13634 
-
13561 




Z:P + 20239 y 
- 20390 
L:M + 683672 
- 683625 
4 L:P + 2823 
x 2833 -
l:P + 8813 y 
- 8834 
I:M + 377920 
- 377922 
~ units: P , P lb 
x y 
M lb in 












°/o Value Error 
+ 5970 0' 14 
- 5962 
+ 11442 0,49 
- 11498 
+ 15211 0,05 
- 15204 
+ 2426 0,57 
-
2440 
+ 20260 0' 13 
- 20234 
+ 678433 0 ,oo 
- 678429 
+ 2797 0,36 
-
2807 
+ 8752 0,11 
-
8761 
+ 374440 0,00 
- 374440 
56 
Analysis III Analysis IV 
% % 
Value Error Value Error 





+ 11428 1 '11 + 11478 0' 17 
- 11556 - 1149~ 
+ 13614 0,54 + 15144 0,09 
- 13541 - 15131 
+ 2468 0,26 1+ 2450 0,04 
' 
-
2462 1- 2449 





+ 683695 0,01 + 678513 o,oo 
- 683647 - 678505 
+ 2825 0,29 + 2806 0,05 
- 2833 - 2807 
+ 8815 0,21 + 8760 0,03 
- 8834 - 8763 
+ 377937 o,oo + 374500 0,00 
- 377939 - 374500 
-i~ % Error is calculated as the difference in magnitude of the positive and 
negative values as a percentage of their mean magnitude. 












Exampte 5. 3: 
The analysis of the rigid frame shown in Fig. 5.4 reduces to an eigen-
value problem when H = O. However, by giving H a small non-zero value 
(of the order of 0; 1 % of W), the antisymmetric buck Ung mode wi 11 be indu~ed. 
For this case Timoshenko and Gere( 35 ) give the critical tOad as 
w 
c 
Fig. 5.4: Rigid frame 
· For·the configuration of Fig. 5.4, with 
1., = 120 in, 
E = 30 x 10
6 Lb/in2 , 
. 6 
EA = 35 3 , 1 x 10 Lb , 
9303,0 x 10 6 Lb 2 and EI = in , 
evaluation of e~uation 5.9 gives 
6 
w = 4 '77 x 10 lb. 
c 
(5.9) 
Using the incremental non-linear displacement method of Chapter 4, and 
setting H = W/1000, the critical value of W was found to be 












which is within 1,25 % of the value given by Timoshenko and Gere. A curve 
of horizontal deflection vs. W is given in Fig. 5.5. This 
was obtained by using six load increments of 
6 
of 0,25 x 10 lb, and then load increments of 
6 0 '5 x 10 lb' 
0,1 x 10 6 lb 
non-linear solution 
then four increments 
up to the point of 
6 
elastic instability at W ~ 4,83 x 10 ; the solution requiring a total of 
101 iterations for a summed iteration deflection convergence tolerance of 


















1 p 2p 3P 4P 
horizontal deflection of node 2 (in) 












Examp"Le 5. 4: 
An exampte of a circular arch of radius R, with a concentrated toad 
W acting at the crescent is shown in Fig. 5.6. Tezcan and Ovunc( 34), using 
ten sub-members as shown, give numericat resutts for the case 
R = 10 ft, 
E = 30 x 10
6 
tb/in2 , 
A 1,0 in 2 = 
' 
and I = 0,08333 in4• 
In the incrementat non-tinear displacement method anatysis, symmetry 
was made use of, and in Tab"Le 5.4 deftections and moments obtained from the 
present anatysis (using equat toad increments of 5 tb and a summed iteration 
deftection convergence toterance of 0,01), are compared with vatues obtained 




(a) non-linear, W = 940 lb 
(b) linear, W = 1700 lb 
{c) non-linear, W = 1700 lb 
Fig. 5. 6: Circular arch 
Figure 5.6 shows the deftected shape of the arch. Curve (a) represents 
the non-tinear anatysis of Tabte 5.4, i.e. W = 940 tb, white c~rves (b) and 
(c) represent the resutts of tinear and non-tinear anatyses respectiv~ty, 












Node:f Linear Tezcan and Ovunc Present Analysis 
1 u .J 0 0 
x 
u 0 0 0 y 
8 0 0 0 
M 
- 11905 - 14244 ·- 14371 
3 u - 3,8676 - 4,6824 - 4,7041 
x 
u 1,2366 y 1,3128 1,3215 
8 0,o110 0,0050 0,0055 
M 7762 10404 10581 
4 u - 2,6820 - 2,8728 - 2,9004 
x 
u y 0,0498 - 0 '6240 - 0,6154 
8 - 0 ,0978 - 0,1412 - 0,1417 
M 6741 8472 8697 
6 u 0 0 0 
x 
u - 7,4342 -10,8996 -10,9500 y 
8 0 0 0 
M 16520 - 20184 - 20400 
:ct: uni ts: u 
x' 
u. in y 
8· rad. 
M 1,b in 
Tabl.,e 5.4: ResuUs for circular arch 2 w = 940 1,b 
Tezcan and Ovunc, whose anal.,ysis takes account of fl.,exural shortening 
as well., as finite displacements, give the critical., val.,ue of W which causes 
the arch to buckl.,e as W = 956 ·1,b; however, in the incremental., non-Hnes.r. 
er 
displacement method anal.,ysis the determinant was found to become zero at a 
load of W = 1740 1,b. 
It was found that increasing the number of sub-members did not ~1,ter 












Example 5. 5: 
The 10-storey, 2-bay frame of Heyman( 14) consists of 33 nodes and 
50 members, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). Taking the loading as uniform and 
identi·ca 1 on a 11 floors; if the to ta 1., vertica 1., load per unit area is w, 
then, for frames spaced L apart, the distributed load of Fig. 5. 7(b) is 
wL. The toads Hin Fig. 5.7(b) represent the effect of wind loading and 
are taken to act at beam level. The horizontal load acting on node 1 is 
thus t H, and if the unit of wind pressure is p, then 
H = phL. 
The steel sections of Heyman's frame are given in Table 5.5. The numerical 
calculations for the working toad were carried out with the following values: 
w = 5 kPa, 
p = 1,5 kPa, 
1., 9 m, 
h = 3,65 m, 
and L = 6 m 
Storey Beam Section In terna 1., Co 1.,umn External, Columns 
10 409 x 179 UB 67 260 x 254 UC 89 260 x 256 UC . 89 
9 11 11 11 
8 457 x 190 UB 74 11 II 
7 II II II 
6 II 314 x 307 UC 117 II 
5 II II II 
4 460 x 191 UB 82 321 x 309 UC 137 II 
3 II 327 x 311 UC 158 II 
2 464 x 192 UB 89 368 x 372 UC 177 267 x 258 UC 107 
II II II 
Table 5.5: Steel sections of Heyman's 10-storey, 2-bay frame 
A linear analysis required 4,257 sec. CPU time white an incremental, 
non-linear displacement method ana tysis (using 10 equa 1., toad increments and 
a summed iteration deflection convergence tolerance of 0,01) required a 













4 5 6 
7 8 9 
-r 
s:. 
t- 10 II I 2 
s:. j_ 13 14 I 5 
16 17 I 8 
19 20 21 
22 23 2 4 
25 26 2 7 
28 29 3 0 
31 32 
7, / ~ ~ 
(b) 












The def"Lections at each storey level, are shown j_n Fig. 5.8 where it 
is opserved that the non-linear ana"Lysis increases the maximum def"Lection 
at the top storey by approximate"Ly 10 per cent. 
The member end bending moments of both the linear and non-linear 
analyses are shown in Tab"Le 5.6, the percentage differences "Listed in the 
tab1,e being ca1,cutated as the differences between the "Linear and non-1,inear 
va"Lues as percentages of the "Latter. From Tabte 5.6 it shou"Ld be noted 
that, in most cases, the magnitudes of the bending moments are increased 
by performing a non-1,inear ana"Lysis. 
By using toad increments of 10 % of the working toad and a summed 
iteration def"Lection convergence to"Lerancc of 0,05, the etastic critical 
toad of the frame was found to be 8,9 times the working "Load. At this 
toad, however, many of the members of the frame are strained far past the 
etastic limit of stee"L, e.g. member 30 33: compressive axial, strain= 0,008 
f"Lexurat strain= 0,018, 
and thus the resu"Lts of this etastic ana"Lysis are inva"Lid. The 89 toad 





























0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 
horizontal deflection (mm) 












Member MA (kNm) ~ (k:Nm) 
A B linear non-linear · %. dlff. "Linear non-linear % diff. 
.. •. < 
1 2 -73.6 -74. 0 .5 -3(1.5 -31.0 1 • 5 
2 3· 10.2 9.9 -3. 0 5 ~1 • 1 '49.6 -1.0 
4 5 -45.7 -47 .1 2.9 -25.6 -26.8 4.6 
5 6 -30.9 -32. 1 4. Cl -15.9 -17.3 8.0 
"' 
7 8 -94.9 -9R .• 6 3.7 -59.6 -62.9 5.2 
8 9 -54.9 -58.2 5.6 -34.R -38.5 9.4 
1 rA 
" 
1 1 -127.9 -1 34. '9 5 • ~~ -88.0 -93.9 6.4 
11 12 -77.9 -83.B 7. 1 -(J4. 1 -71.1 9.8 
13 14 -159.1 -169.7 6.2 -127. 1 -137.2 ·7.4 
14 15 -H1El. El -118 .9 B.5 -DB .t\. -98. f3 1[1.6 
16 17 -186.2 -20~'1.5 7. 1 -160.0 -174.3 8.2 
17 18 -135.6 -149.fl 9.5 -Hl9 .6 -123.8 11. 4. 
19 20 -224.9 -244.4 8 • v1 -198. {\. -217.9 9.0 
20 21 -165.5 -185.0 10.5 -137.1 -156.3 12.3 
22 23 -251. 1 -27t1,. 4 8.5 -229.8 -253.9 9.5 
23 24 -190.0 -213.9 11 • 2 -155.? -178.8 12.9 
25 26 -275.tt, -3vH1.9 8.5 -261.2 -288. 1 9.3 
26 27 -221. 3 -248.1 Hl .8 -182.9 -20R.2 12.2 
28 29 -267.9 -288.3 7.1 -253.3 -275.1 7.9 
29 3 0 -2[12.3 -223.9 9.6 -159. 1 -179.1 11. 2 
1 A -12fl.9 -128.5 -.3 -103.8 -H~3.8 • 1 
2 5 20.3 2 1 • 1 3.7 12. 1 12.5 3.4 
3 6 1 5?.. {\. 152.9 .3 107.9 H17 .9 • 0 
4 7 -53. (1 -51 .6 -2.7 -66.2 -65.5 -1. 1 
5 8 411,.4 46. 5 4.5 39.3 41 • 0 4.2 
6 9 11'1. 5 111. 9 1. 2 Hl5. 0 105.6 .7 
7 10 -41 .4 -38.4 -7.7 -53.3 -51.7 -3.2 
8 11 75.3 8 0. (1 6. v1 68.2 72.4 5.8 
9 12 132.4 ·135.3 2.2 11R.6 120.3 1. 4 
rn 1 3 -21.3 -16.~1 -33.4 -27.8 -23.4 -18.5 
11 14 97.7 1(15 .4 7.3 02.9 89.3 7.2 
12 15 14n.r-1 153.2 3.4 140.2 144.6 3.0 
13 16 -15.6 -9.4 -66.2 -21. R -16.6 -31. Vl 
14 17 153.0 166.8 R.2 129.2 140.2 7.8 
15 18 150.6 15 6. fJ 3.9 144.1 149.2 3.4 
16 1g 5.4 14.6 62.7 2.2 1 (~ 0 3 78.7 
17 20 166.4 183.B 9.5 155.4 170.7 9.0 
18 2 1 168. vl 177.0 5. 1 162.0 17 (1 • 0 4.7 
19 22 20.2 31. 5 35.n 15.0 25.4 40.9 
20 23 2~10. 5 232.1 10.2 185.1 205.4 9.9 
21 24 177.6 1 BR. E3 5.9 172.9 183.2 5.6 
22 25 33.6 46.5 27.R JS. 1 51.2 25.7 
23 26 234.7 262.4 10. 6 225.3 252.6 10.8 
24 2? 185.3 198.1 6.4 1f32. 3 195.3 6.7 
25 2E3 34.8 47.2 26. 1 39. 1 53.2 26.5 
26 29 257.2 283.5 9.3 2?2.1 3~M. 5 10.6 
27 3 '~ 203. 1 215.4 5.7 212.8 226.8 6.2 
28 31 26.3 32.6 19.3 127.5 139.1 8.3 
29 32 183.5 194.3 5.6 464.r.1 49?.9 6.8 
3 Y1 33 148. 7 154.7 3.9 1fl9.1 2lHl. 6 5.7 













An incrementat non-tinear displacement method for the eias~ic 
anatysis of space trusses and ptane frames has been presented. Fortran V 
computer programmes ·were devetoped to appty the anatyticat method to 
numerical examptes. The resuits of these numerical e:~amptes show the 
capabilities and limitations of the method, and where comparisons couid 
be made, the results were in good agreement with those in the literature, 
which were obtained by other methods. Further devetopment of the method 
to analyse rigid-jointed space frames can be accomplished without 
difficu ity. 
Using an approximate method, non-linearity due to mat~+iat beha-
viour can be inctuded in the incremental a~alysis. By approximating the 
stress-strain characteristics of the material of construction·with a. 
suitabie equation, after each toad increment the instantaneous stress-
strain relationship can be determined by evaluating the stop~ of the 
stress-strain curve at the current vatue of stress existing in each 
member of the structure. The further approximatio~ must then be made 
that these instantaneous stress-st;rain relationships remain constant 
for the increase in stress due to the next toad increment. 
Chord shortening of a truss compression member which has an i~itiat 
imperfection in straightness was accounted for by suitable adjustment to 
th.e axia t stiffness term. As Wi l tiams' ( 40 ) and Saafan' s ( 27 ) nume;rica t 
examples show, chord shortening of flexural members due to member-end 
rotations (neglected in the present analysis), can be of numerical sig-
nificance and shouid be included in a non-linear analysis. Saafan takes 
account of ftexurat shortening by approximating the shape of the etastic 
tine of a deformed member with a cubic curve. A further point is ~hat 
white modification of member ftexurat stiffness due to axiat toad is 
included, the modification of axial stiffness due to bowing of flexural 
members is neglected. 
In the application of the present analysis care must be taken to 
ensure that magnitudes of to.ad increments do not cause third- and higher-
order terms (neglected in the devetopment of the method) to become of 
numerical significance, and thus cause the toad-deflection characteristics 












As with any displacement method analysis the system stiffness 
matrix is banded, the band,width depending on nodal numbering. The 
linear portion of the system stiffness matrix is evaluated once for 
each load increment. As this portion is symmetric only the non-zero 
values on and above the leading diagonal need by calculated and stored. 
The non-linear portion (which is evaluated for each iteration of a load 
increment) is not symmetric due to the choice of second-order terms 
retained in the development of the analysis, and thus the full band of 
non-zero values must be calculated and stored. 
It is likely that non-linear elastic solutions to frame analysis 
problems will be required by designers more frequently in future 
. 
because of the development of high strength steels which are. economically 
viable. Frames made of such materials will be more flexible and linear 
solutions could well involve errors of significant magnitude. In 
addition, the estimation of maximum frame strength as frames are more 
closely designed to economise on material will require more accurate 
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APPENDIX A Stiffness Coefficients in F"Lexure(3S) 




Fig. A.1: A f"Lexural member under axial tension 
( b) 
For moment equilibrium of an infinitesimal segment dx in Fig. A.1b, 






and differentiating with respect to x yields 
dV 
= 
· dx ' 
but, without transverse load on the segment, 
A.2 
dV 
dx = O. 




Hence, equation A.2 becomes 
N d2 
= _£.._X 
EI 2 ' dx 












which has the complete solution given by 
y = A sinh ~ x + B cosh ! x + Cx + D. 
Applying the four boundary conditions 
y = 0 when x = o, 
y = 0 when x L, 
£;y 
= 8' when x = o, dx A 
and £;y = 8' when x = L, 
dx B 
resuits in.four simu 1., taneous linear equations which may be 
.A (1 - cosh ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢) 8.A_ + (cosh ¢ -
= ¢(2 - 2 cosh ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢) L 
B (sinh ¢ - ¢ cosh ¢) 8.A_ + (¢ - sinh ¢) 
L = ¢(2 - 2 cosh ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢) 
c 
(1 - cosh ¢) 8.A_ + (1 - cosh ¢) 8B 
= (2 - 2 cosh ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢) 
D (¢ cosh ¢ - sinh ¢) 8A + (sinh ¢ - ¢) 
and L = ¢(2 - 2 cosh ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢) 
Differentiating equation A.5 yield.s 
d
2
y = Ai_ sinh f2. x + B i_ cosh f2.
1 
x 
dx2 12 L 12 
and from equation A.3 we therefore have 
M - - EI it.2
2 
(A sinh t- + B cosh ~ x). 
x 1 
When x = 0, 
therefore 
M = M' 
x A' 
M' = - EI ~22 B ; A L 
and when x = 1, Mx = - MB' 






















therefore M] = EI~ (A sinh ¢ + B cash 0). 
1 
Substituting equations A.6 into equations A.7 yie1,ds 
. 2 0 cash ¢ - ¢ sinh ¢ EI 
2 - 2 cash ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢ 1 
¢ sinh ¢ - ¢2 EI 
2 - 2 cash ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢ 1 
¢ sinh ¢ - ¢2 EI 
2 - 2 cash ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢ 1 
. ri2 cash ¢ - ¢ sinh ¢ EI 
2 - 2 cash ¢ + ¢ sinh ¢ 1 
74 
A.7b 
If N is a compressive force, the differential, equation of the el.;istic 
tine ( ~quation A.4) becomes 
the general, sotution of which is given by 
y = A· sin~ x + B cos~ x + Cx + D; 









(1 - cos 0 - 0 sin 0) el+ (cos¢ - 1) eB 
¢(2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢) 
(sin¢ - 0 cos ¢) el+ (0 - sin ¢) eB 
$(2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢) 
(1 - cos¢) el+ (1 - cos¢) eB 
(2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢) 
C¢ cos ¢ - sin¢) el + (sin¢ - ¢) eB 




Differentiating equation A.9 and substituting into equation A.3 yietds 
Mx ~ EI ~ (A sin f x + B cos f x). 
Again, when x = 0, Mx = MA_, 
therefore, 
M' = EI~ B· A 2 ' 1 A. 11a 












= - EI ~ (A sin y5 + B cos yf). 
1 
Substituting equations A.10 into equations A.11 yie"Lds 
= 
¢ sin ¢ - ¢2 cos ¢ EI 
2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢ 1 
¢2 - ¢ sin Qf · EI 
2 - 2 cos¢ - ~sin¢ 1 
¢2 - ¢ sin ¢ EI 
2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢ 1 
¢ sin ¢ - ¢2cos ¢ EI 
2 - 2 cos ¢ - ¢ sin ¢ 1 
Equations A.8 and A.12 may be written in the form 
{~} = 
where SAA = SBB' 
and SAB = SBA' 
'75 
A.11b 
Equations A.8 and A.12 are undefined if y5 = 0 (i.e. if N = o), in which 
case equations 4.30 are applicable. 
Curves of SAA and SAB vs N for N tensile and compressive are 













APPENDIX B The Incremental Non-Linear Member Stiffness Matrix for a 
Member of a Plane Frame 
The relationship between the increments in external forces and external 
displacements is 
dP = [K] dJ! 
or 
p k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 uAx xa 
p k21 k22 k23 k24 k25 k26 UAy ya 
d 
MA k31 k32 k33 k34 k35 k36 d 
8A 
= 
pxB k41 k42 k43 k44 k45 k46 ~x 
pyB k51 . k52 k53 k54 k55 k56 uBy 
~ k61 k62 k63 k64 k65 k66 8B 
The incremental member stiffness matrix [K] may be written 
[K]. = [r1J + [J(JLJ ' 
where [KL] is the linear portion of [K], i.e. [KL] is independ.ent of 
the increments in displacements du · 
- ' 
and [~LJ is th~ non-linear portion 
of [K]. 
From equations 4.35, 4.37, 4.38, 4.39 and 4.40, 
[k11 k1jL 
= 
k21 k22 [ 
N. N. M! _ l S. ~ (K'L. - Ll,)[T. J + Ll [I]+ ~ L2[H. J - [I]:+ 2 Ll [R] 
l i l i 1. l ~ i 
l ' 
~11 kr 12 = 
k21 k22 
r( KI - N l2. ) r [ B . J + t[ B . J t lj - ( KI ~ 1 . L l · l . 
l 
S. -, M! lJ 




















1 ~ [I] ~ - 2 c i Bi ' 
l 
[k66] = SAA.' 
l 
[k63] = SAB.' 
l 




1 Si t 
Lk31 =-LC. R., . l -1 
l 
[k61 k62 l = [k31 k321 
_, 
where 1~ - 12 
N. = EA ( l 0) 
l 212 ' 
0 
[I J [~ 01 = 1 ' _, 
[B. J = 5 T~ 
' l - --i 
[Q. J . t = R. 5 , 
l -i -
t t 















sin a: , 
= {
dxj. = ~duxB - duxA} 
dy du B - du A , y y.e. 
t 
= T. T., 
--i--i 
= [~ -1-1 oJ 
= R. R~ 
-:i. --i 
= R. T~ 
-i-i 















APPENDIX C: Computer Programme NLST for 











































































1 NC ( :1 I I 1 0 C I N I o3 I ' Ct t• I , 3 l , PP ( M l 1 P I M l 1 C 0: L !" I M l • U I ~1 l 'D t: Lt; I M J • T ( M I 1 3 ) • 
2TBl~It3r~J,E~IKilrCEToI~~EXtN80 









DO l I::ltNN 
1 REA~ta.1JOI IOCIIoJlrJ::l,JJ 
PIS::S.66~6C4401C83359 
REAOIOrlOZJ INE 
lflINE.E~.'C'J REtCIBrlCCl E 
DO 2 I=l•NM 
IFIIt•E.E:~.'C'l RUDISrlf~CI MEIIrl>rMUit2>rArINE.:RT 









00 3 I=lrNN 
00 3 J::lt3 
3 CONII1JJ::l 
6 READl8rl~Ol NOCEl>NODE2 
IFtNODEl.LE.Gl 60 TO q 
READl8rl~UI IICIJl•J=lrJJ 
DO 13 I=~ODEltNCDE2 
DO 13 J=J.r3 
13 CONIItJJ::.ICIJ) 
GO TC 6 
q [JO 7 I::.l:1N 
7 PPll J::ll 
lq R~AOIBrlGCI NODE 
iFINOOt:.LS.Ol GO TO 12 
J::3* HIODE-11 
REAO!Bol10l IPPII+J>•l=lo3> 
GO TC lti 
12 REAOl811J21 NAL 
ll.12 FGRMATIAlJ 








































































GO TO 10 
5 READ<B•l~~I ERROR 
READl8•lll21 BOW 
lFIBO~.E~.'B'I rEAOCa,1001 !NJEX1N80 
iHNC=U 
.. r:::O 
17 READl81lOr> I1F 
IF<I.LE.01 GC TO 19 
1'.HiC:::1'1l tfC+I 
DC 13 II=l•I 
J:::J+l 
1-3 F.O:NCIJJ:::F 
r,u 10 17 
13 REA01a.1~a1 NOUT 
10 Dv 20 I=l•NM 
2i"J f.N{Il:::IJ 
DO 2C. I:::l,NN 
DO 26 J:::l ,J 
26 CIItJl:::OtlitJI 






00 15 l=l•MINC 




CALL STIFF ChitMitM1KJtNhtNMtNoNP1MErCGN1EAtKD10LrNCt 
lDCtC1PFtP10E~PrUtOELU.t1TBtENtCET.KOUNT.~OUTtI~ST.~cu~r2. 
2NAL1B0~1INCEX,NBCtERRCRI 
lFIINST.EQ.Ol GO TO 15 
lFIINST.EQ.l.AND.INSTZ.£0.0) GO TO 21 
PRINT 2Ul. 
80 
2D1 FORMATllHOt'POINT OF INSTAB!L!TY WAS PASSED CURING THE LAST ~OAQ t 
lf•CRfllENT' l 





2112 FUR:~ATIH.hl1•£LASTIC CRITIC1\L l_Q,,O FACTOR :::••EL1.6). 
WRITEl5o2Gql KUUNT2 
2U'• FO~MATll!Ur'TOTAL NO. Of ITEHATIONS•.!51 
Gu TO 22 




GG TO 23 
15 COIHHWE 
lFINAL.EQ.'L'l GO TO 22 
F!UNT 211(.J 










































































DOU5LE PRECISIO~ SS<lG5tlC51tSKl1~5·1~5)tEA!~I1.xo1MIJ1CLlfl!lt 
i.31 
1 NC<~ I I •CC.IN It 3 l t CI tH • 3 l •PP IM I 1 PC !1 I , Di-: LP IX I •;;IX J , 0 E:L l.( M h T ( i·~ I·t J.t t . 
2Tal~It3rJloE~IMil•CETtINCEXtN~O . 
DOUBLE PR£CISICN PL!ll1CLtCir~EL1Kl3r3ltFASU~rPRSU~rafJ,J>1STRA!Ne 
lPREVrDU~liCUM2eAX . 
JO 1 I::lrN 
00 l J=lrN 
1 SKII1Jl=u 
DO 2 Il=lrtlM 
IE=Mt: I II r 1 > 
JE=r.t:<.rlr2l 
DO 3 J.::l t3 
3 PLIJl=C<~E,Jl-CIIErJ) 
CL=DS1RTlPLtll••2+PL!Zl••2+PLt31••21 
00 4 I=lt3 
4 TIIIoil=PL!I>ICL 
lf(E~<II).GE.o.o.cA.acw.Ea.•N'I GO TO 27 
DUMl=D Aa 5 ( I~:OE x •i.1. 0(12/t:fj (!I I. ( E'i I II II NB :l/ NC (!In un;OEX> 
KC (II I =EA CI I l I ( C i..1 I I l .. • ;:: •EA II I I •.O L< I I I ,. • 2*DUM11 
27 DO 5 I=lr3 




00 6 I=lr3 
DO G J=l '3 
6 K<ItJl=CL•OUMl•TBIIIrirJl 





2 CALL ADC CMrHJtICHrKr~R.NRRI 





00 l.l ..iJ=l•~ITER 
JO 12 I=l•N 
00 12 J=ltN 
12 SS<IrJl=SKII1JI 
1Ft~J.EQ.ll GO TO 13 







































































DO 16 I=ld 
CEL=uELUINRR+Il-OELUINR+IJ 
c1=c1+0EL•T<II·I> 
DO lG J=lo3 
16 B<ItJl:DEL•TIIIoJJ 
0'.J 17 !=lt3 
j)Q 17 J=lo3 
17 KIIoJJ::DUMl*IBIIoJl+O(Jo!>IZl-OUH2•CI•T91!IrI•JJ 
ICH::l . 
14 CALL AQO IK•MJtICH>KtNR,HRRJ 
13 00 13 I::ltN 
19 SS<I•NPl=DELPIIJ 
l=lJ 
DO 20 I=l1NN 
00 21:i J=l •3 
L::L+l 
IftCO~!I1Jl.NE.O> GO TO 2C 
00 21 IJ=l•N 





CALL SCLVE IM1~J1N1NPoPRSUMtOETJ 
DO 22 I::l1N 
22 OELU(Il::SSl!tNPI 
lFIDABS<PASUH/PRSU~-11.LE.ERRCRJ GO TC 23 
11 PASUM::FRSUM 
23 IFIOET.LE.01 GO TC 26 
KOUNTZ::KCUNT2•JJ 
DO 24 I=loN 
Pl!l::P<Il•OELP(IJ 
24 Ulll::U<Il+DELU(ll 
DO 25 I=l•NN 
DO 25 J::1,3 
IJ::J•I I-ll+J 
25 CCitJl::OC(I,Jl+U(IJ) 
00 30 I=l oNM . 
IE::Mt.:II•l> 




DO 8 .J=l•l 
8 DEL:OEL+TII1Jl•!U(NRR•Jl-U(NRtJl) 
ENf!l=LAlI>•CEL/OL!II 
GO TC. :srJ 




























































DO 32 J=l•50 
DUMl=D.rLZ•IAX/!NBC•NC!Ill)••INDEX 
AX:AX-tAX/EAII>+DU~l-STRAIN)/Cl/EAII>+INOEX-GUMl/AX) 




IFIKCUNl.LT.NO~TI GO TO 31f 
83 
CALL OUTPUT 1:n.M1,:~.:•N•NM•NtVE.OCtCtPtUtE'hKOUNTtK01JNn:,JJ1NAL') 
IF u;AL .E~. 'l' I GO TO 311 
WRITt.15t2i.•IJI OET 
2~J FOR~ATllHO•'CETERMINANT CF STIFFNESS MATRIX : ••Cl2.6) 






SUl3ROUTill£ Ai)O IMtMJ•ICH1KtII1JJ) 
CCMl':ON SStSK 
DOUOLE PRECISICN ss11os.1as1.sK11as.1ns>1K(3r3J 
IF!ICH.(G.01 GO TC 2 
DO l I=l'3 





GO re J 
2 DO 4 I=lt3 


















































SUBHOUTINE SOL~E lHtMJtNtNP1PRSUMrOETI, 
DOUBLE PHECISION ss11cs.1as1.SKll05tl05ltCONSTtPRSUMtOET 
COMMO:> SStSK 
IK=N-l 
DO l I=l•IK 
II=I+l 
00 l L::IIrN 
IFlSSlLtill 4rlo4 
4 CONST=SSlLt!l/SStirIJ 





DO 2 I=N•2•-l 
SSIIrNPl=SSllrNPl/SSCltil 
J=I-1 







DO 3 I=loN 
DET::CET•SSI IrU 
3 PRSUH~FRSUH+DABStSSIIrNPIJ 
RE TURN . 
ENO 
NLST.OuTPUT 
































SuBRCUTINE OUTPUT CHirMI1M.~h·N~·N·~E.oc.c.p.u~ENtKCUNTtKO~NT2r 
lKCUNT .hNAU 
COMMCN SSrSK 
DCUBLE PRECISION SS(lC5rlC511SKllrs.1US> 
DOUBLE PRECIS!GN PIMl•CCINI•lltCCNltJJ,U!HltE~lH!) 
D!"ENSION ME!HI12> 
IFINA~.EQ.'N'I GO TO 3 
PRINT ll!G 
lU6 FUflMATllH•)r/lH r''..rN.'.:Arl Ml:\LYSIS''•ltl:i tl51'-')) 
G 0 TG ll 
3 hRITEISrlOll KCUNToKCUNfJ,~OUNT2 
ltl FCR"AT!lH~1/tlH r'RESULTS AFTER'tI3r2Xr 1 LOAO !NCR£~E~TS'o//r 
llH •'INC~EMENf I~ OEF~ECTION 1TERATE~',[312Xt•TIM£5 1 1 
2//olH •'TCTAL ~UMSER CF ITERATICNS'oI91 
4 PflINT 102 
1C2 FORMATllHDr/•lH •'~00(',5Xr'APPLIED LOADS't3Xo 
l'ORIG. COORC'r~X.'FINAL CCORc·.~x.·D~FLECTIC~··'•lH ,4c•-•)1S~t 
213 ( ' - ' l r JX , 11 ( • - • ) t 4 X, 11 ( ' - ' I t 5 X t l(j I '- ') ) 
DO l I=lrNN 
J=J•<I-ll 
l WHT£(5,W3l I1IPIJ+JJl10C!ItJJl•CIIt.JJ)tUl..J+J.JlrJJ::tr31 
lC3 FORMATl1H0rI212Xt'X"t1Xt414X1ElI.6lr/rlH tllXt "Y'tlXt~(~X,~~1.G)t 
l/rlH ,4x,•z•,1x,414x,E11.E>> 
PRINT lfJ4 
1U4 FORMATllH~•/rlH •'AXIAL FORCES - tTENSION P~S!T!VE)'tlr\H t3ll'-• 
llo//rlH :, 'MEH8ER'r7Xr'fCRCE') 
00 2 I=lrNtt 














Example of data input and computer printout for exampLe 3. ·1, programme NLST 
, I 
Data Input: 
1: 2-BAR TRUSS EX POSKITT, ASCE J.S.D. AUG. 1967 
2: 3, 2 
3: o.' 0.' o. 
4: 1.' 0.577350, o. 
5: 2., o., o. 




















2, 1 . ' 
3, 1 • ' 
o, 0 
1 ' 0 
-1 



























24: 5, -0.001 

























titl.e of example 
number of nodes, number of members 
cartesian co-ordinates x, y, z of each node 
'.£onstant .fil'; Young's modulus same for ail members 
value of Young's modul.us for al.l. members 
member end nodes, cross-sectional. area, moment of inertia 
against bowing (enter any va l.ue if there are no ini ha l. 
imperfections in the members). 


































V E for .Yariabl.e ]l 
omit 
member end nodes, cross-sect~onal. area, moment of inertia 
against bowing (enter any value if there are no initial. 
imperfections in the members), Young's modulus 
constraints: nodes 1 to 3 inclusive 
constrained in x, y, z, directions 
constraints, nodes 2 to 2 
constrained in z direction 
signifies end of constraints 
external. nodal. forces: node 
forces in x, y, z directions 




summed interation defl.ection convergence to'].,erance 
NO bowing 
Should bowing of compression members having initial. imperfections in 











line 20 BOW 
insert additional line giving values of bowing parameters · n and JIT 
0 










7.' o. 95 
number of load increments, magnitude of load factor 
signifies end. of load increments 
first printout after 7 load ipcrements 
number of toad increments, magnitude of load factor 
signifies end of load increments 
first printout after 12 toad increments 
87 













'-~AR TRUSS EX POSKITT. ASCE J.s.o. AUG. l9G7 
L.l.Nt:AR At;ALYSIS 





l x .UlH'OCC • \Jt'i,CuO .CG£1Gt!J .~OOiJ(I~ 
y • ~)tJtJtJ~J·J , 1; ~V!loJ IJ .o•J·.1.J,_Jt • fl !}I; :j c 13 
z aDliflf_if,lC • t.:GulWQ .tJGr,crn • ()(lQ(!C: Ci 
' 
x .r;UCrJf;O • W'.J !ICC+ tl .lOCC:~O+ul .MC'OCC 
y 
-. S(il!;JIJ[)-01 • 5 77 3 S•1+·:.!;J .1461%Q+!:JQ -.115~70•00 
z .otmooc .Cl't:.l{JOO .:.HiCOCO .cccor;c 
.) x .DC!':Ot.:'C • 2tHH'!11J+ tl .2uCCLO+Cl .o~ac.ioo 
y • !'.l\Jfl\J•1\l .11a.:.1JiJ1J • (HJOIJ11 Ci .ilC'101"1J 
z , lj(l(j(jl)Q ,OOUGOO .nuoct::: .ooccc.o 
AX~AL fOkCES - !fENSIO~ PCSITIVEJ 
FORCE 













2-~A~ fRUSS EX POSKITT. ASCE J.s.o. AUG. 1967 
~~SULrS AFTER 7 LOAC INCREMENTS 
lNC~EXENT IN OEfLECTION ITERATEO 3 TIMES 
JUTAL NUMBER dF ITERAT!,NS 21 
NOOE APPLIED LOADS viUG. coc~o F l!lAL CO.ORO ;,E.n.ECTIC~ 
-------------
-----·------
_,,, ___ .;. ___ ,._ 
----··--.,-..:..:. 
l x .oOllC!OC • Cl'Ot:·~O .cm:occ .cncooc 
y 
.IJOi:.!OUD • ~ 1: n~Jo .:liJT.'lh'C .~l1tlfl0D 
z • utH:OOC • (;\1(;(;00 .C!vOOi:I'.' • lH~COC\O 
2 x .ucccuc • lfii.llWO+ Cl .1G!:-Ci::O+C1 .::;:icncc 
y 
- • 50~10tf)-U1 .5'7735Q+i:ltl • 333~:.;:i+l)Q 
-, ~ $:!1ili5 •M 
z • CJIJttWl'i .t.00000 .qooc:: o .i::acoac . · 
j x .oQCC!t'C • 2c1a~oo~ c1 .z;:-,r:::tC+C:l .t::JC:CIOC 
y 
.!11JUO!JQ .C'10!Hl0 • 0t.'lGC!t:C .:npooo 
z .QGC!lrJC • L.il!lif!OO • i.!!jCC\:0 .COCOC'll 
AXlAL F~kCES - lTE~SION PGSITIVEJ 
FORCE 
1 2 -.G57Jl4-Jl 
2 l -.69/314-01 
~~JER~lNANf OF STIFFNESS MATRIX: .153333+000 
PUlNT UF INSTA6ILITY HAS NOT BEEN REACHED 
(c) 
£-bAR tRUSS (X POSKITTt ASC( J,s.o. AUG. 1967 
~UlNT Cf INSTAHILITY WAS FftSSED DURING T~E LAST LOAD IN,REHCNT 
~LASTIC CRITICAL LOAD f~CTOR :-.528000-01 
ruTAL NO. Of ITERATIONS 











APPENDIX D: Cowputer Programme NLfF for 




















































































2Clf FORMATllH~11'N - AXIAL FORCE !TENSION +VEJ 11/1lH t 
l'V - SHEAR FORC~ <CAvSING A CLOCKWISE MC~ENT CN A~a POSITIVE>'• 
2/tlH •'MO~ENTS IA~TI-CLCCKWISE POSITIVEl'tltlH t 
3'MA - MC~ENT AT END A OF ME~SER A-d't/11" •'~6 - MOMENT AT ENO · 





DO 1 I:lrNN 
l READl8•10Cl IOCII•J)1J:lt2) 
PI=3.1'11592S53589793 
R£AD18rl02J !NE 
1FIINE~£j.'C'I REAcil8r100J E 
DO 2 I:lrNH 
IFIINE.EQ.'C'l READ(S,100> ME<Itll tMEIIt2>tAtINERi 









IFIPL<l>.GE.O •• AND.PL12l.GE.O.I OALPH<IJ:OASINtPLIZJ/OLIIJJ 
IFCPLC1l.LT.O •• ANG.P~12l.GE.O.l OALPP.IIl=PI-OASINIPLl2J/OLCIJ1 
IFCPLt11.Lr.u •• AND.PL121.LT.ij.) OALPHII>=PI+CATAN!PL(Zl/PL(~)) 
IF I PL! l>. GE. tl •• AtiD. PL! 2 I .U • 0 • l 0 ALP HI IJ :z • PI-C ACOS I PLI l) /OLl IJ I 
2 IFIOALPHCil.GT.PII 0A~PHIIl=OALPt1,Il-2•PI . 
DO J I=ltNN 
DO l J=l•l 
3 CONU1Jl=l 
6 READl8•11Ul NOCEl1NOOEZ 
IFCNOOEl.LE.Ul GO TO q 
REAOl8,11Jill IICIJI ,J::lr3l 
OC 13 I=NOD£l1NODE2 
DO l3 J::lt3 
13 CCNClrJ>=ICfJI 
GO TG 6 












57 7 PP<Il=O 
58 14 REAGl3•101ll NOOE 
59 lFlNODE.LE.OJ GO TO 12 
60 J=3• INOOE-1 l 
61 R£ADl8•1UOJ IPPII+JltI=lt3l 
62 GO TO 14 
63 12 READl8tlU2l NAL 
64 102 FORMATIAll 
65 IFINAL.EQ.'N'J GO TO 5 
66 R£ADl3o10~l FINClll 
67 MihC=l 
68 NOUJ:l 
69 GO TO 10 
7U 5 R£AOl8olu0> ERROR 
71 MINC=U 
72 J=ll 
73 17 REAOl8t1U0l IoF 
74 IFII.LC:.IJI GO .TO 19 
75 MihC=MINC+I 
76 D 0 l S II= l r I 
11 J:J+l 
78 18 FiNCIJl=F 
79 GC TO 17 
80 19 REAOl8r100l NOUT 
81 10 DO 20 I=ltNM 
82 ENliJ=O 
83 PRALPHIIJ:OALPHII> 
84 DO 2u J=l•2 
85 20 £MIIrJl:O 
86 00 26 I=l•NN 
87 DO 26 J:lt2 
aa 26 CIIoJl=OCIItJJ 
89 00 24 I=ltN 
90 UIIl=il 
91 24 PII>=O 
92 KOUNT:IJ 
93 INST2:0 
91J 23 INST:!l 
95 00 15 I=l•HINC 
96 00 16 J:ltN 
97 16 OlLPIJJ:PPIJJ•FINCIIl 
98 KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
~9 lFCl.EQ.l.AND.INST2.E0.11 KCU~T:KOUNT-1 
100 CALL STIFF INirMI1MoMJtNNtNMt~tNP.~EoCON1SStSKtEioEAtKD•OLt 
101 lOA(FHrPRALPHoOc.c.pp,p,o[LPoU1Dr~u.1.re.RoR80HrEN0£H·~·SAAt 
102 ZSA81(NJ~oEMODoS~rSOD10EToKOUNTtNOUTtIN~T,NALtKOUNTZ1ERRORJ 
1U3 IFIINST.£Q.UI GO TO 15 
10~· IFIINST.EG.l.ANO.!NST2.EJ.O> GO TO 21 
105 PRINT 2 iJl 
106 ZUl FORMATllHDt'POINT OF INSTABILITY WAS PASSED OUHING T~E LAST LOAD I 
107 lNCREHENT') 
1U8 DO 8 IJK:ltN 
lU9 IFIP<IJKI> llo8tll 
110 8 CONTINUE 
lll 11 FACT=P<I~Kl/PPIIJK> 
112 WRITEIStZDSI FACT 




















































l ' " j. 
'1 t 
' " -~~i1£c5~2U6J:K~GNTZ 
.. .S-· • 
206 fORMATtiHllt!TOTAL·NO.nCf,ITERATIONS'tI5) .. '· ·•· 
1 Go fo 22 . .., · ~· ~-- , i _ , · 1 , 
21 0 () ? 5 : J= l • 20 , ' ( . ' 
25.fINCCJJ:FINCIIl/lCY .. · · .. ·, ~ '·. 
INST2:1 
. NOUT=20(10 ! . 
GO.TO 23,~. 
15 CONTINUE 
·I~f~AL.E~.'L'> GO TO 22 .P~I~raaa · 
I. I 





. ' . ~ . 
.. ...• f 1 
'. 
2~ll FORMAHlHQ,•POHH OF INST'ABILITY HAS ~iOT BEEN REACHED') 
22 COrifINUE: ,, 
E~~ I . . , ~ 
I•.,_. 
:i ' . . '. 
j ' ''. i' 
:SUBROUT·Ir\E ·ADO IHrMJ;MitStK1SAArSABrICHoIIoJJol) 
DOUBLE 'PRECISICN SIM1MJJ tKI 3131 rSAAIMI> tSABCl'U 
oo 111 "I=1;2rT,d '. 
SI II+ Ii t1+ 3 l~S-1 II+ I tII+3 >.+KI I, 3) 
·s llf+I • J.;+3) =S·I II+ I, JJ+ 3 J +KI It 3) 
Sc JJ+ I~ II+31::s ! Jj+ I ;'!I+J i--=1-<(1, JJ 
S IJJ+ Ir JJ+3 I ::s l'.JJ+ I, Jj'.d >'-KI I 1'3 > 
SCII+3rII+Il=S i II+3 t!I+I-> +·Kl I1JJ 
.s ( JJ+3 1 ll •r I =sc JJ+ 3. II+ I I +KI I. 3) 
sc1f+3,JJ+IJ=SCII+3;JJ+IJ-KC!t3) 
SC JJ+3, JJ+I > :::SC'JJ+3 ,JJ'+ I J'...K C!, 3) 
-oo .. ·11:J=i.··2 · • · · '· :•:•·. i.·-,~· 
s IIi+r. II-+J I =st H+I~ II+J·,·+K n tJ J 
SCJJ+I,:JJ+J):SIJJ+ItJJ+JJ+KII1JJ 
- - s·nt+r, JJ+J·1 =sc ri-+r, JJ+J >-Kc r ,J 1 
1 S{JJ+I iII+.; J:S.IJJ•I 1II+J I-Kl It J) 
IF CICH.oUl.2J GO TO 2. 
SI rf+31Ir+·31::s I II+3 •II+31 +SAA<Lt 
S {JJ+3• JJ+3 I ::s I JJ+ :f,JJ+ 3 l+SAAC L > 
s 1 rf+·3 •J.i+ 3 1=s1rr+3, JJ +'3 J '+ sA·a cu 
St.;J+3,!I+31=SI JJ+3tII+3)'+SA8CL) 
z c ONf.:rnuE'. ' . • • 111 : • 
RETu'Rt.f.l '(.•.; 











































































00 6 J::lt2 
K<IrJl=D~Hl•TBIII1IrJl+EMD•!Z•HII!oirJl-tiAR!II1J)J+2•S/CL• 
lRBIIIdrJ) 




CALL AOD IMoMJoMirSK1KoSAA1SAB1!CHrNRrNRRrII> 









DO 11 JJ=l1MITER 
DO 12 I=l•N 
OU 12 J=l•N 
12 SStI1J>::SKCioJJ 
IFIJJ.EO.ll GO TO 13 
DO 1'4 II.::l,N/1 
hR:l•IHEIII•l>-1) 
NRR=l•lHEIII1Z>-lJ 




OCi 9 I=lt2 
cr=cI+T!I!1I>•CELCIJ 
GI::GI+RIIItil•OELIIJ 





00 17 .I'.':lt2 
~1It3l:-2•CI•RIII•IJ 







llf CALL ACO IX1MJ1"!1SSrKrSAA1SA5rTCHtHR1NRR1IIJ 
13 DO 19 I.:l1N 
13 SSII•NP>=OELPCIJ 
L::U 
DO 2iJ l::l11lN 
DO 2•l J::t. 3 
L:L+l 
IF IC.C.~il! •JI .M:.IH GO TO 20 








































































CALL SOLVE (H1MJ1NtNPtSS1PRSU~tDETI 
CG 22 I=l•N 
22 ~ELUIIl=SSC!tNPl 
IFl~ABS!PA~U~/PRSU~-ll.LE.CRRCRJ GO TO 23 
11 PASUM=FRSUM 
23 IFIDET.LE.O.l GO TO 26 
KOUNT2=KOUNTZ+JJ 
DO 24 I=l1N 
PII>=PIIl+DELP(Il 
£4 U<Il=UIIl+CELUIIl 
DO ZS I=l1NN 




DC. 31:. I=l•Nl'I 
IE.:::~EI Itll 
JE=r~E er .21 
lFINAL.E~.'N') GO TO 4'l 
CALL LINEAR IIEtJLtOA[FHIIJ•K~IIltEIIIltOLt!ltSAA(IltSAEIIJ•U•Mt 
l£rll I l • U: I I• U, EM II• 2 l , II (I I I , 
GO TO 30 




lFIPLtll.GE.D •• AN~.P~<2l.G~.O.l ALPH=OASIN(PLl2J/CLJ 
IFCPL!ll.LT.C •• A~D.PLIZl.GE.O.I ALPH:FI-CASI~tPLl2J/CLJ 
fftPUll.LT.lJ,.AND.PL<2l.LT.O.l ALPH=PI+iHTAl'llPL<2l/PL(l)) 










lFIY.C~NT.LT.NOUTl GO TO 3~ 
CALL OUTPUT INI•HirM.NN.N~.M~.cc.c.p,u.ENrEMrVtKC~NT1KOUNTZ.JJ. 
lNllU 
IF<NAL.EQ,'L'I GD TD l4 
W iiI TC: ! 5 • 2 (;(;I DE T 
zoo FUflMAl'llH:)1/t1h_ •'DET~~RMIN.'\NT CF STifflffSS M'A-TRIX ·- ••• a:z.r.s 
GO TO 3(1 
26 r r,::; r l 













































SUBROUTINE SOLVE (M1MJ,N1NPrSSrPRSUMrpETJ 
DOUaLE PRECISICN SSIM1MJltCC~STrPRSUMtDET 
l K::N- l 
DO 1 I=l•IK 
II::I+l 
DO 1 L::II•N 
IFlSSIL•ll) lf•l•lf 
4 CONST::SSlL•Il/SS(ItII 
[IO 5 IJ::IIrNP 




00 2 I=N•Z•-1 
SSll1NP>=SS!IrNPl/SS(IrIJ 
J::I-1 







DO 3 l=l •N 








4 DOUBL~ PRECISICN OCINI1Zl1CINI1ZltPIMl1UIMJrENIMil1EHCMirZl•Vl~I' 
5 lFINAL.EO.'N'J GO TC 3 
6 PRINT 106 
7 lt16 FCRMAHlHlr •LINEAR AtlALYS!S'1/rlH 1151'-')J 
8 GO TO If 
9 3 WRITEIS•lCll KOUNT.KOUNT3rKOUNT2 
lU lUl FCRMATllHJ1/rlh •'RESULTS AFTER•.rJ.~X.•LCAO I~CR£M~NTS 1 t//• 
11 llH •'INCREHEHT I~ :EFLECTION ITrRATED'ril·2Xt'TJ~Es•~ 
12 21/tlH •'TOTAL NUM2ER CF IfERATIONS'1I51 
13 4 PRINT 1~2 
lq 102 FOR~ATllHct1/1lh r'NOOE'1SX1'AfPLIED LCADS'13Xr 
15 l'CRIG. CCCRD•,qx,•FINAL COCRc·.~x.'DEFLECTION'J/tlH ,4c•-•1.sx. 
16 2131'-'lrJX1ll('-'l14X•lll'-'115XrlCI'-'>> 
17 DO 1 I=l1NN 
18_ J::J*II-U 
19 l ~RITE!StlD31 IrlPIJ+JJl1CCCI1JJJrCIIrJJJ1UIJ~JJJ,JJ::lo211PIJ•~>• 
20 1UCJ+3) 
21 1~3 FOR~ATClHC•I2o2X1'X'1lX14C~X.~ll.El·l•lM ,qx,•r•.1x,41•XrE!l.6Jr 
22 l/~lH ,qx,•-•,/rlH+r4Xr'D'r5X,~ll.6134X1Ell.6J 
23 PRINT ii~ 
24 104 FCRMATllHDr/rlH r'MEMBER ~-3•,EX1'N'r14X1'V'114Xt'MA't13X'H8'r 
2 5 l/ , lH , 1 Ii I ·- • ) • 6 x I • - ' • 14 x •• - " 14 y • , - - -' , 13 x • ·- - • J 
26 DO 2 I:l1NM 
27 2 WRITECSrlGS> HEII•ll1~ECI1Zl1ENIIl1VlilrEHII1l)r[~IIr2l 
















































~UBkCUT!NE LINEAR <I~•JErCALPHr~CtClrOL1SAAoSA&oUtMrENt[Ml• 
lt::12 1 VI 
DCUBL[ PRLCISIDN CALP~r~C,EitCLrSAArSAS•U<Mlr£NrEXf21tVt 
1ATIJr4lrXl4lr5rC•DUM1EXloEM2 




















£ti:: AT I l ' ll * X I ll +A Tf 1 r 2 I t X < 2 ) 
00 2 I=l•2 
£IHI >=O 



















Example of data input and computer printout for example 5.2, pr~~ramme NLPF 
Data Input: 
1 : EXAMPLE EX WANG' . I COMP. MET HS. .AJJV. STR. ANAL I • ' p. 156 
2: 5,4 
3: o. ' · 120. 
4: o.' 240. 
5: 60., 240. 
6: 180.' 240. 



















1 ' 2, 3.0682, 
2, 3, 3.0682, 
3, 4, 3.0682, 
4, 5, 3. 0682' 
1 ' 1 
o, o, 0 
5, 5 
o, o, 0 
-1, -1 
2 
1 . ' o. ' o. 
3 












26: 20, 250 













Explanation of data input: 
Line 
Line 2 
Lines 3 to 
Line 8 
Line 9 
Lines 10 to 
7 
13: 
tit le of exarnp le 
number of nodeB, number of members 
cartesian co-ordinates x, y of each node 
'..Qonstant .m_ 1 , Young's modulus $ame for a 11 members 
value of Young's modulus 
member end nodes, cross-sectional area, moment of inertia 
in x-y plane 





















V E for .YariabLe .m_ 
omit 
member end nodes, cross-sectional area,.moment of in~r~it;i 
in x - y plane, Young's modulus 
const~aints, nodes 1 to 1 
constrained in x and y directions and constrained against 
rotation 
constraints, nodes 5 to 5 
constrained in x and y directions and constrained against 
rotation 
signifies end of constr.aints 
external nodal forces: no~e 
forces in x and y directions, anti-c1ockw:j..se moment 
external nodal. forces: node 
forces in x and y directions, anti-clockw:i,se momen,t 















line 26 number of toad increments, magni~ude of toad factor 
tine 27 signifies end of toad increments 
line 28 first printout after 20 toad incremer.ts 














lXAMP~E lK WANC, 'CC~P. M~THS. ftCV. STP. ~~AL.'• f. ~56 
N - AXl~~ FGRC~ ITt~SlON +Vtl 
v - SHEAR FCRCE <CtuSING A C~GCK~:SE K0~ENT 2N h-a FCSITtV~I 
MCM£~T~ lA~l~-CLUC~wIS~ FOSilI\El 
!'A - r1u;·;c.;<1T AT E'<C: A JF MEi16EH A-8 
M~ - ~cx~~T AT ~NC 8 CF ~E~~E~ ft-B 
L.;_f,t:.l\R Ai'AL YS.l.S 
~t>DE APP:..It:C t.CACS CRlC. CO vi'( F lf~A!_ -:: C'P.~ c::"L~~TIC~ 
------------- -----------
______ .., ____ 
~---------
l x • !J(,jfj:jiJ .~~O•JU!: .~~~~'~( .iJO . ,·!:Ct: 
y o li[l:'.l:Of, .12:.t~~~ ... r.3 .12r-c•r~~:! • .;~~~cue 
e • uorr:nu . u:~:~no.c 
2 x • 5 fl(C(;!J +f.l 'I • Cl1~:::lil"l • f1.;sr~1 :+~1 .J'l5313+01 
y 
.tWijJr1u • tC 4~.;1.~;:U·+D 3 .2.;~C:2'3 .. J3 -.1s.:~~~-c1 
l3 • ar::c~1Jii -.12icq •• :;r. 
3 x • f](J~!i.:JfliJ .Ct!CFJOC+]2 .69SS!.'f+~Z • a '3 ~ l ta s +·C 1 
y 
-.ZGtJOt':D+CS • Z'+l!C1n:.J.,. t3 • 23'+1::'4 ~ij3 -. :e 1~.~c1-·ci1 
R • tJ11 cr.oc -.39'3so1-cq . 
" 
x • LlOt'CT~iJ • Hr:il'.'1'.iC• f\3 .lS88f.·e•C'.3 , ;B!>SCS+C::l 
y • iJOLJi~~l.1 .~4COQD+'l3 .t3~~7S+U3 -.2J11Js1-01 
6 .•l::JO'JCO •'+!IL!el-01 
:: x .ori:::w\j • l SG~hFl+l.J! .1 e~-.,~~~ .. :J 3 .nl'J'J!illO 
y • [if1('1!J(i0 .GrwGiJO • rifHJrr:·o • fll'.'Ct.ir.lP 
a • (•C C'OQG • CiHJ!lCC 
!'I:. Mb Er< A-b N v l"'f\ MB 
--·----- ---
1 :2 - o ll 7775"'i)5 • Hl:!c:l+nti .357S1.~"'\;; -.s 1:;3S3+05 
2 :! - • 253!J2<J+J4 .l l 7775+·!f:I .S?~:!.~:;+;1S ,1;3Sll2+P6 
3 ~ -. 258!JZC+iJq - • ez22 :::u+il4 -.E39\~ : .. co - • ~ 1~ 1 s e ~ +o; 
'• s -. 82225•J+l,i4 













t::XAMPL£ £X WANGt 'COMP. !1i::THS. AD'J. STR. M·J1\L.'1 P. 155 
N - AXIAL FORCE <TENSION +VE> 
v - 5H~AR FORCE IC~JSING A CLOCKWISE MOMENT c~ A-a POSITIVE! 
M~M~NT~ <ANTI-CLOCXWISf POSITI~EJ 
KA - KUMl~T AT ENG A OF MEMBER A-6 
Mn - ~UMENT AT END B CF MEMBER A-a 
H~5ULT~ AFTER 20 LOAD INCR£NENTS 
l~CMEN~NT IN DEFLECTIO~ rrE~ATEC l TIMES 








































• 24Lit1Q(J+ (3 
• rnconn. L:Z 























L~l~RMlNANT OF STIFFN~SS MATRIX - .q51ss2+os2 










- • ··-102 :rn=1-il1 
• l!ll42G •IJZ 
-.23Ga111+r.C 
• Ii 77CE 7-01 
• f1QGt'C.O 
.i:naaca 
.1nnnrn 
-.136330+05 
.£03625->06 
.31:!258H06 
103 
